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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This study is an attempt to develop and evaluate a pro-
gram for improving reading in Grade Seven within a ten-week 
period. For experimental purposes, 112 seventh-grade pupils 
were selected in Brockton, Massachusetts. The experimental 
group of 58 pupils and the control group of 54 pupils were 
drawn from two English classes in each of two junior high 
schools. Equivalent forms of the ~Silent Reading Elemen-
tary Test1 were used to measure results. 
Nee.d .for the Study 
Research indicates a need for effective reading instruc - 1 
tion beyond the elementary school level. 
McCallister 2 feels str·ongly that the place for an in-
tensive program of reading ins truction is in Grade Seven and 
again in Grade Nine or Ten, whichever grade marks the begin-
ning of high school. 
Inasmuch as regular classes in reading are often 
discontinued at the close of the sixth grade, the 
beginning of the seventh grade is a critical point 
1. H. A. Greene and v. H. Kelley, Iowa Silent Reading Tests, 
_ i: ~ Edition, Elementary ~' Forms Bm and Am, World Book 
· 
1 
company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1943. 
2. James M. McCallister, Remedial and Corrective Instruc tion 
in Reading, D. Appleton-Century-cDmpany, Inc., New York, 
1936, PP• 9-10 . 
-1-
in the reading program. At this point there is 
need for thorough surveys of reading attainments 
to identify those pupils whose reading habits 
are not s,ufficiently ma.ture to enable them to 
continue without further formal ins:truction in 
·reading. 
Dilley1 states: 
Reading is a continuously evolving skill begun 
in the e lementary school and continued through 
high school and college on into maturity •••••• 
Reading skills must keep pace with growing in-
tellect and changing interests and a continual 
refinement of those skills would in turn help 
the pupil to achieve his maximum intellectual 
growth . 
Percival2 found that of those not promoted in the sixth 
grade, thirty-three per cent were kept back because of readi 
disabilities. In the seventh and eighth g~ades, the failures 
because of reading disabi lities were tw·enty-fi ve per cent. 
Bond3 discovered that " any increase in reading ability 
will be reflected by increased scholastic achievement ••••• 
The importance of diagnostic and remedial work in reading on 
the junior and senior high school levels is demonstrated." 
Improved reading ability results not only in improved 
scholastic achievement, but it also produces fav.orable 
1. Lois. Dilley, "Every Teacher and Reading,"' The School 
Review (December, 1944) vel. 52, p. 597. 
2. Walter P. Percival, A Study of the Causes and Subjects of 
School Failure, unpubl i shed doctor ' s dissertation, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City, 1926. 
3 . Eva Bond, Reading ~ Ninth Grade Achievement, Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College , Columbia University, 
New York City, 1938. 
2 
3 
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changes in personality. Smith1 writes: 
There is a strong relationship between reading 
achievement and mental health , and personality 
difficulties frequently improve as reading abil -
ity improves. In the light of this important in-
formation we see the necessity for intensifying 
our efforts to ensure every child rapid and ef-
ficient mastery of the skill of reading commen-
surate with his individual mentality ••••• the 
sense of reading achievement contributes to se-
curity, social approval, and self-confidence -
all strong factors in the total state of mental 
well-being. 
Authorities are in agreement, then, that there is a 
need for effective reading instruction beyond the elementary 
school level. Before developing a program of reading improve 
ment, the writer next considered whether such a program is 
practical in a seventh-grade English class. 
Sonie Practical Considerations 
At the outset the writer questioned whether the goal of 
substantially improving seventh-grade reading could be real-
ized within a period of ten weeks, the time-limit set for 
the experiment. Perhaps the causes of reading disability 
were too varied and the entire problem too complex to be 
handled successfully by the English teacher alone. Possibly, 
on the. other hand, English teachers had already effectively 
organized short reading programs. 
Of the. terms used in this thesis, the three needing 
clarification are retarded, remedial reading, and develop-
mental reading. 
t. Ni1a B. Smith, "The Personal and Social Values of Reading~ 
The Elementary English ReYiew (December,l948)vol.25,p.497. 
I 4 
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Definition of terms. In this thesis a pupil is con-
-
sidered retarded if his reading age is below his mental 
age. The writer has placed the emphasis upon personal im-
provement rather than upon reaching " grade level. n· 
Durre111 states that "many s:tudies indicate that unde r 
superior instructional conditions. children tend to achieve 
reading ages roughly equivalent to their mental ages." 
2 Betts summarizes: 
Evidence has been obtained by the writer to the 
effect tha.t there may be as much retardation a-
mong those pupils who achieve at or above "grade 
level" as there is among those who achieve below 
that level ••••• 
Tradition may cause educators to operate on 
either-or premises which do not square with ac-
tuality. A pupil cannot be classified as either 
a.t or not at grade level with the implication 
that he is retarded if he is below that level. 
In a given class or grade, pupils can be expected 
to vary widely in achievement, and, furthermore, 
their ratios of achievement give additional ev-
idence of the complexity of variations. 
According to Harris3, the term "remedial reading is 
generally applied to all methods of teaching reading which .1 
a,re aimed at the goal of improving the ab i 1 i ty of retarded 
t. Dona1d D. Durrell, "Individual Differences and Their 
Implications with Respect to Instruction in Reading," 
36th Yearbook of the National Society for ~ Study 2! 
Education, Part I, Public School Publishing Company, 
Bloomington, Illinois, 1937, p. 326. 
2.. Emmett A. Betts, Foundations:. £f. Reading Instruction, 
.AJner'ican Book Company, New York, 1946, p. 28. 
3. Albert J. Harris:., li£! To Increase Reading Ability, 
Longmans, Green, and Company, New York, 1940, p. 168. 
readers. 11 
As to the question of when a caae becomes remedial, 
H . 1 t t arr1s s a_ es: 
A child's reading ability should be at least six 
months below his. intelligence, level be.fore: we 
can be reas_onably confident that his reading is 
definitely below expectation. A safe rule to 
follow is to se lec t cases for remedial teaching 
in which the difference between read ing age and 
mental age is at least s.ix months for children 
in grades four and five, or at year for children 
above the fifth grade. 
Hovious2 writes as follows: 
In the upper school grades reading takes on two 
aspects: it is at once developmental for those 
pupils who have made normal progress and who 
therefore need only a. power-developing program 
to ensure their future growth, and remedial for 
those pupils who have suffered retarda.tion and 
who therefore need rehabilitation. 
How complex is the problem? Thomas3 concluded that 
although mental ability is the chief factor tha-.t deter-
mines reading achievement, other factors a-re concerned, 
such aa physical defects, language handicaps, illness, 
dominance pattern, and poor instruction . 
r. ~·· P· 15. 
2. Carol Hovious, Suggestions. for Teachers of Reading -
Grades VII to XII, D. C. Heath and Company, New York, 
1939, p:-86-.----
3. George I. Thomas, flA Study of Reeding Achievement in 
Terms of Mental Ability, •• The Elementary School Journal 
(September, 1946) vel. 47, p. 33. 
5 
Robinson1 wrote that uhome and family relationships 
were a very important cause of severe retardation ••••• 
Emotional maladjustments were also found to be important 
as a cause of reading disability and were closely re lated 
to family problems." Also given prominence as reasons for 
readi ng disability were visual difficulties, speech and 
functional auditory anomalies, and inappropriate school 
methods. 
In view of the variety o-f causes for reading dis-
mbility, the writer questioned whether the classroom 
teacher is capable of undertaking successfully a program 
of ~eading improvement mt the junior-high-school level. 
Does the English classroom provide an adequate 
setting? Thera is considerable evidence to support the 
belief that the English classroo.m is a sui table place for 
a program of reading improvement. Harris 2 stated that many 
children with reading dJ:ffic:ul ties ~t-can be helped mate-
rially by their regular teacher d-uring the school day andi 
in the same classroom with the other children. While with 
some retarded readers the problem is so complex that the 
help of a highly trained expert is necessary," more fail 
to read well because they do little or no reading. 
1. Heien M. Robinson, Why Pupils Fail J£ Reading, University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois;, 1947, pp. 230-231. 
2. Kliza.beth H. Harris., "Helping the Slower Readers," Journal 
of the. National Education Association (November, 1944) -
vol:-33, p. 187. 
II 
6 
In summarizing the results of resetmrch s-tudies from 
1930-1940 with reference to the value of remedial and cor-
rective w.ork in reading, Traxler1 notes: 
im especially significant and encouraging falc.·t in 
the reports is that in a great proportion of the 
experiments, the. teaching has been done by class-
room teachers rather than by specialists in read-
ing. The total effect of these studies should be 
very encouraging to schools throughout the country 
that are considering what may be done to improve 
the reading ability of their pupils. 
The following year Gates2 wrote: 
There is a growing tende ncy to recogniz-e the fact 
that very comprehensive diagnostic inventories of 
prime value for preventive and corrective purposes 
may be administered by an intelligent classroom 
teacher after suitable training. Such a c l assroom 
te ache r can prevent or c orrect t he large maljority 
of re ad ing disab i lities by conducting careful di-
agnos£ic inventories at intervals. 
In October, 1949, Robinson 3 presented the optimistic 
viewpoint that the •timproved competence of clalssroom 
teachers offers the most hopeful s.olution t o the vast ma-
jori t y of reading problems. 11• 
Tinker4 offered a. slightly different point of view. 
1. Arthur E. Traxler, Ten Years of Research in Reading, 
Educa_tiona;l Records Bulletin, No. 32, Educa.tional 
Records Bureau (March, 1941) P• 44. 
2. Arthur I. Gates, "Diagnosis and Remediation in Reading, 11 
The Elementary English Review (December, 1942) vol. 19, 
p. 2:87. 
3:. Helen M. Robinson, "Meeting the Needs of Retarded Readers, 1 
Su pplementary Educational Mono ra. h, !£• 69, University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago October, 1949) P• 146. 
4 . Miles A. Tinker, "Recent Trends in Reading Instruction, tt 
The Journal of Educational Res-earch (February, 1943) 
=====ll====.YQ~~3~_6._~d .'3'1_5~-·-
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.Among the trends noted by him during the years 1940-1943, 
he mentioned a "'trend to extend reading research from the 
laboratory to the classroom," and an •temphasis placed upon 
remedial reading by the regular cl~ssroom teacher.fl 
Preaton1 gives perhaps the best argument of all ih 
favor of placing a program of reading improvement in the 
hands of the English teacher. 
The clinics are already tremendously overrated 
for their capa.ci ty to overcome habits and atti-
tudes that prevent effective reading in high 
school. It is to the English classroom that we 
must look increasingly for help. It is he re that 
the. prime condi tiona for successful therapy are 
to be found. Why? Because it generally has a 
warm, friendly atmosphere; because it is usual-
ly supervised by a teacher who is steeped in the 
humanities and who i s, therefore, far more like-
ly to recognize the fundamental purposes of read-
ing and the need for motivation than narrowly 
trained clinicians, so many of whom are preoc-
cupied w;i th psychological analysis and drill; 
furthermore, the English teacher 's knowledge of 
diction, etymology, syllabification, phrasing , 
outlining, and other technical aspects of language 
w.ell qualify him for applying basic remedial 
techniques •••••• 
••••• There is little in the technique of 
diagnostic and remedial reading that cannot be 
and has not been mastered by English teachers. 
The writer concluded that the English classroom pro-
vides a;_ sui table setting for a developmental reading program 
in Grada seven. 
Ha.s a developmental reading program value for a slow-
moving group? Opinions are divided a~s to the relative 
1. Ralph c. Preston, nHow English Teachers Can Help Retarded 
Readers,•t The English Journal (March, 1947) vol. 36, p .l37. 
8 
gaina in reading w,hich may be expected from different mental 
age groups. Hovious1 st&ted tha.t "·average and above-average 
pupils can profit immeasurably from a reading course which 
is not corrective, but developmental ••••• Some experiments 
show that pupils with an I. Q. above 100 make, in a given 
period, approximately double the gains of pupils with an 
I. Q. below 100." 
McCullough, Strang, and Traxler2 gave the following 
advice in 1946: 
Evidence is accumulating to i ndicate that it is 
not a w·as.te of time to teach reading to students 
with low scores on intelligence tests. If teach-
ers really teach reading, the leS$ intelligent 
as: we 11 a.s the more intelligent profit by the 
instruction, provided that the passages to be 
read are not too complicated and abstract. 
3 As early as 1938 Fitzgerald had contributed to the 
"'evidence"' just mentioned when he supervised a remedial. read-
ing program which included 125 children in grades four· to 
eight. The I. Q. range was 70 to 110 and the average I. Q.. 
w,as 89.79. Chi ldren who were handi capped the most and who 
had the lowest I. Q.'s gained the most. 
I. 2.£.• .£!1., PP• 4-5. 
2.. Conatance M. McCullough, Ruth M. Stramg, and Arthur E. 
Traocler, Problems in the Improvement of Reading, McGraw-
Hill Book Company,-rnc:; l946, p. 57.--
3. James A. Fitzgerald, "A Diagnostic and Remedial Program 
in Re-ading," Educational Method (February, 1938) vol. 17, 
PP• 221-235. 
9 
l In 1939 McCullough questioned the truth of the &asump-
tion that students whose reading aga w:as equal to their men-
tal age could improve little in reading ability. A ninth-
grade class of six girls and eighteen boys w:i th I. Q. • s from 
80 to 157 received instruction in reading for nine weeks. 
Improvement was measured by the Traxler2 Stlent Rea.cUng Test. 
The conclusion was that no relationship existed between in-
telligence and improvement in reading. Moreover, a similar 
study was carried on in a college class of nine girls and 
forty boys, ~so with a wide range of I . Q.'s. No relation-
s:hip was found b~tween gains in reading comprehension and 
intelligence scores. 
In 1943 Conway3 found no relationship between intelli-
gence and ampunt of gain in reading . Similarly Fogler4 as-
serted, "Children at any level of intelligence improve 
t. Constance M. McCullough, "Relationship Between Intelligencl 
and Gains in Reading Ability," Journal of Educational 
Psychology (December, 1939) vol. 30, pp:-688-692. 
z • .Arthur E. Traxler, Traxler Silent Read-ing ~' Public 
School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1934. 
3. H. F . Conway, Studf of the Relationship Between Amount of \ 
Gain Under Remedia Reaaing Instruction and Intelligenc~ 
unpublished Ed. M. thesis, Boston University, Boston, 
Masaachusetts, 1943. 
4. Sigmund Fogler, "An Experiment in a Pla~nned Program of 
Remedial Reading, •• ~ Elementary School Journal 
(April, 1945) vol. 45, p. 450. 
10 
in reading ability under proper teaching with appropriate 
materials." 
The writer concluded that a developmental reading 
program has. value for any English classroom. 
11 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEvV OF RESEARCH 
In preparation for this experiment the writer made m 
study of research for two purpase·s. The first was to d~is-
cover the characteristics of an effective reading program 
in Grade Seven in order to prepare the way for developing 
an adequate reading program. The second WJas to investigate 
the degree of success attained by other experimenters as 
an aid in evaluat ing the writer's program. 
Characteristics of ~ Good Reading Program 
Smith1 issued a warning in 1942: 
During the last several years there has been a 
tendency in many schools to leave the teaching 
of reading more or less to chance. Children 
have been exposed to reading by making avail-
able to them attra.cti ve picture books and story 
books, and they have been encouraged to read 
widely from informative books to obtain facts 
necessary in forwarding their units of work. 
Both of these practices are valuable and desir-
able, but most children need more reading ex-
perience and practice than these two situations 
provide for them ••••• W~, as teachers, must pro-
vide a definitely organized program of develop-
mental instruction which will insure vocabulary 
and skill de-velopment. 
1. 
I 
Nila Banton Smith, "What Shall W~ Do About Reading Today?'" l' 
- iA Symposium, The E.lement®ry Engli sh Review (November, 
1942) vol. 19, pp. 247-248. 
-1a-
Hovious1 stated that ---"the modern trend is definitely 
in the direction of a dual program-- at once remedial and 
developmental. Such a program would, therefore, involve every j 
I 
child in school." 
Fogler 2 descr ibed a "modern method" in 1945: 
What may be called a "modern" method of instruction-
one which stresses silent rather than oral reading, 
individual and group instructi on, and a variety of 
devices and techniques, administered during a daily 
time allotment that is fixed and sufficiently long-
produces better learning, as measured by available 
standardized reading tests, than does the tradition-
al method with emphasis on oral reading and mere re-
production of material read. 
Need f or strong motivation. 3 Learned wrote, "·Tech-
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
niq~es of remedial instruction, which once occupied the major ~ 
effort of the teacher, I am purposely leaving to the last. I 
I To me, it is the least important aspect of the problem..... 1 
11 
Unless a. child has an inner yearning to read, techniques are I 
futile • 11 
4 
\ 
child:::r:: ~:::r:0af::n::r::t~::tre:::::::i:::a::rr:::::: I 
1. Provide material on subjects of real interest. 
2. Let him choose some of the r eading material. 
1. Q£• cit., pp. 102-103. 
2. QR• cit., p. 450. 
I 
I 
\! 
3. Roy E. Learned, 11 An Emergency Remedial Reading Pr ogram," \1 
Cali fornia Journal of Elementa~ Educ~tion (August, 1944) 
vol. 13, p. 43. 
4. Elizabeth H. Harris, 2£• cit., pp. 187-188. II 
II 
13 
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3. Through charts and aimilar devices let him see his 
progress in relation to his past achievements . 
4. Bestow sincere praise on progress. 
5. Put him in situations in which he must read to get 
the necessary information to make, to do, or to tell 
something that he greatly desires . 
6. Let him take part in easy reading games . 
7. Through individual guidance, lead the child to under-
stand his own problems. 
8. In every possible way,. help the child to feel that 
reading is an interesting activity and fun . 
Provi sion for individual differences. In 1936 Bettsl 
made remedial instruction a claBsroom activity when he wrote 
that remedial procedures •tconaist largely of providing mate-
rials within the learner 's interest and grasp and of instruc- 11 
tion in terms of individual needs •••• There are few, if any, 
procedures which are peculiar to remedial reading.,. 
A similar idea was e.xpressed by McCallister2 : 
The deficiencies of retarded readers may be 
overcome most effectively by individual reme-
dial instruction. Mild cases of reading defi-
ciency may be corrected by group instruction 
provided pupils with similar deficiencies are 
instructed together. Remedial measures do not 
d1 f f er greatly from correc tive measures. 
1. Emmett !A . Betts, The Prevention and Correction of Reading 
Diffi culties, Row-Peterson and Company, Evanston, I llin-
ois, 1936, p . 305. 
2 . Q£• cit ., p. 105 . 
14 
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In 1940 it was the opinion of Durre111 that fitting 
instruction to individual needs was a difficult task for 
the classroom teacher. 
An instructional program that provides fully 
for individual differences in reading should 
make remedial classes unnecessary. 
At the present time , fitting instruction to 
individual needs requires more planning than a 
teacher can justly give to reading or any one 
subject of the curriculum. Furthermore , so many 
phases of reading instruction are not understood 
and so many possible combinations of difficul-
ties may occur that a teacher need not feel in-
competent when pupils fail to progress a.ccording 
to their capacities. 
\I 
II 
II 
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2 Gray wrote in 1943 that ----11'increasing differentiation!\ 
in the treatment of poor readers is one of the very promising 
trends of recent years, 11 liDild tha.t ----"'a well-conceived in- 1J 
structional program should identify all pupils, both superio~l 
and inferior, who are not achieving in proportion to their 1i 
capacities and should provide the types of reading acti vi tie s lj 
,, 
and the kinds of guidance that wi 11 insure maximum growth." II 
Foglar3 found that ----"individual instruction produces ll 
better resulta than class instruction.w 
In 1946 Betts4 s:tated, "·Pacing the progress of all 
I. Donald D. Durre 11, Improvement !!f. Basic Reading Abi li ties, \1 
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1940, 1 
P• 316. I 
2: . William s. Gray, ~Trends in Remedial Work, 11' The Elemen-
tary English Review (February, 1943) vol. 20;-p. 50. 
3. ££• cit., P• 450. 
4. Emmett .A. Betts, Foundations of Re ading Instruction, 
2£• cit., p. 54. 
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! pupils in a. clasa by that of one group is the essence of I 
regimented instruction against which our professional leadersj 
have waged a ceaseless war."' He further asserted1 that ----
"it is no professional secret that as many as forty per cent 
of the pupils cannot read a textbook written for use at a 
given grade leve 1." 
.Again in 1947 Triggs 2 reminded us that ----"all pupils 
do not profit equally w·ell by the same approach to reading 
instruction. Or, to put it another way, pupils profit when 
instructional techniq_ues in reading are adjusted to their 
individual needs.'., 
In 1948 Wi tty 3 further sta.ted: ttParents and teachers 
of older youngsters should remember that there is hope for 
poor readers even after they reach high school or college if 
they are given a remedial reading program adapted to their 
needs. 111 
As for the materials to be used in providing for indi-
vidual differences, Durrell4 suggests : "'Workbooks, standard 
1. Ibid., P• 568. 
2. France.s 0. Triggs, "Diagnostic Reading Tests As Aids to 
Remedial Instruction, tt: School and S,ociety (July 19, 1947) 
vol. 66, p. 42. 
3. Paul Witty, "Fiction and Fact About Ret.arded Readers," 
National Parent-Teacher (March, 1948) vol. 42, p. 12. 
4. Donald D. Durrell, "Individual Differe nces , etc.," .Q.E.• cit.', 
P• 345. 1: 
test lessons, and other self- administering materials will 
be helpful in providing for individual differences . The 
possibilities of worltbooks for i ncreasing various. reading 
abi li ties are just beginning to be realized. 11 
Specific suggestions. As V'li tty1 has said , "Since the 
poor reader presents a unique combination of difficulties, 
the competent instructor is p~repare,d to use et variety of 
methods." 
Cole2 developed a drill plan for remedial reading, in 
which the pupils worked individua l ly or in pairs through a 
graded series of exercises in each phase of reading in which 
they we.re we.ak . Moti va.tion depended upon satisfying the pu-
pil ' s desire to improve rather than on the intrinsic inter-
est of appealing material . 
Triggs3 and her committee found that in the following 
areas remedial techni ques might reasonably be expected· to be 
successful in improving reading skills: ( 1) vocabulary-
specialized in the content areas; (2) comprehension- obtain-
ing the main idea, the supporting details, sequence of ideas, 
and conclusions to be drawn from a passage; (3) rate of read-
ing; (4) w,-ord recognition skills. 
I. Paul Witty, "What Shall We Do About Reading Today?" - A 
Symposium, The Elementary English Review (November, 1942) 
vol. 19, p. 253. 
2 . Luella Cole, The Imkrovement of Reading, Farrar and Ri ne-
hart, Inc., New Yor , 1938, PP• 87- 114. 
3 . 2£· £11., p. 43. 
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Strangl wrote s "'The social aspects of reading are like-
wise i mportant. For that reason a •·readlng club ' is often 
subati tuted for a ' remedial reading class ' and r ·eading be-
comes a shared social activity. ~ 
Peavy2 gave the following advice : 
Give the remedial group m reading speed test &t 
least once . a month, and note rate of improvement . 
When a pupil has master ed basic phonetic prin<:i-
ples and is able to apply ~em to his reading, 
and when he has l earned t o divide wor ds into syl-
lables so that he can see a word in its parts , he 
has tools that will enable him to take in larger 
a;nd larger groups of words at a glance. When he 
can read by shifting his eye across a page only 
three or four times, then he has become an inde-
pendent reader. I 
I I . Concerning the remedial reading carried on by a spe-
I 
cialist in the Polyte:chnic Elementary and Junior High Sc:hool ! 
in Pas:adena, Hawk3 wrote: 
Daily progress was often shown graphically by 
the children themselves --games, contests, pro-
jects promoting self'-interest in reading gains 
were introduced. Considerable w·ork Wias done with 
spelling, building the foundation of an under-
standing of the "·why" of spelling , syllBlbifica~.­
tion, long and short vowels, type words, etc. 
Gray 4 warned that a successful reading program develops 
1. Ruth Strang, "Developing Reading Potentiali tie a; of High 
School Students, "· Teachers College Record (March, 1942) 
vol. 43, p. 487. 
2 .• Ka~therine B. Peavy, "A Remedial Reading Program,"; The 
Instructor (January, 1946) vol .. 55, p. 57. 
3;. Setira. s. Hawk, "'Audi to-Visual Perception and Reading Suc-
ce.ss, ·" Claremont College Reading Conference, Twelfth 
Yearbook, 1947, p. 136. 
4. William s .. Gray, Improving Instruction in Reading - An 
ExEerimental Study, University of Chicago, 1933, p. 219. 
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gradually : 
The study shows clearly that much time is required 
to effect significant changes in a. reading pro-
gram . The schools which made the greatest improve-
ment continued their efforts for two or more years 
after the experiment terminated . In some of these 
cases only a limited amount of p.rogre ss was made 
during the experimental year ••••• A second impres-
ai ve conclusion was tha.t best results are secured 
when s:imple and clearly defined problems are at-
tacked one at a time. In the schools in which the 
teachers were asked to begin at once a broad reor -
ganization of their teaching activities, they of-
ten became confused and di scour,~mged . 
McCullough , Strang, and· Traxler1 listed as the charac-
teristics which all special reading classes should have : 
(1) a generally optimistic atmosphere, (2) activities and 
materials to stimulate reading, (3) recognition by the pupil I 
of his weaknesses , (4) provision for instruction, (5) pro-
vision for practice, (6) progress records, and (7) applica-
tion to regular .classes. 
The writer, then, adopted the following principles: 
( 1) Stress silent ra.ther· thtiiD oral reading . 1 
( 2) Provide group instruction and individual instruction! 
I 
where needed. 
(3) Fit the instruction~ indi vidual needs. 
(4) Work for strong motivation by providing a wealth 
of attractive reading material, by using individual 
progre ss records, and by sincere praise on progre ss. j 
t. QE• cit., pp . 206-210. 'I 
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(5) Use workbooks and other self-administering materials J 
(6) Construct materials, when none are available, for 
improving vocabulary, comprehension, rate of reading, 
and word-recognition skills. 
(7) Give regular speed tests, and note the rate of im-
provement . 
(8) Maintain an optimistic atmosphere. 
(9) Form a reading club. 
(10) Wherever possible, apply the reading skills to the 
regular classes. 
Comparable Experiments 
The writer found but ten experiments in reading which 
bore a relationship close enough to the writer's study to 
jus.tify inclusion in this. chapter. Four experimenters re-
ported little or no gain, two were unable · to evaluate their 
programs, and four reported gains of varying degrees. 
In 1938 Mann1 attempted to find a partial solution to 
the reading problem in a small high school by administering 
I 
I 
·I 
T. Gilbert C. Mann, AdministeriBS ~ Corrective Reading Pro-
aram !a Ninth-Grade English Classes ££ ~ Small High School, 
unpub. Ed.M. thesis, Boston University, Boston,Ma.ss.,l938.
1 
a. M. E. Haggerty and Laura C. Haggerty, Haggerty Reading Ex-
1 amination,Sigma 3: Form A, World Book Go., New York, 1929. 
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Sigma 3: Form ~. The thirty-three pupils thus selected were 
given the Stanford Revision1 of the Binet-Simon ~· 
On December 1 corrective instruction began under the 
direction of the English teacher. Since the thir ty-three pu- \ 
pils were not grouped together, they were given instruction 
during the last fifteen minute.s of the English period three 
days a week while the rest of the class worked silently on 
other work. The aims were to improve the comprehension, rate, 
and vocabulary. 
I 
II 
seven months later the Traxler Silent Reading ~, Form 1 
2 was given to the entire ninth grade. The gains made by 
those pupils receiving no corrective instruction exceeded 
the gains made by the corrective reading group . The control 
group gained six months in total comprehension, as compared 
to four months for the experimental group . If we include 
gain in rate, the total gain was ten months for· the control 
group, and eight months for the experimental group. 
2 Mann inferred that gains were not impressive because 
not enough time was given to instruction. 
I n 1946 Eklund3 analyzed a reading program in order to 
identify the factors which contributed to the improvement of 
1. Stanford Revisi on of the Binet-Simon Tests of Intel ligence, 
Houghton-Mifflin C"'"ffipany, Boston, Massachusetts, 1922: . 
2: • .Q£• .£i!:.., p. 109. 
3. John M. Eklund, "'Reading Progress Through a Guidance Pro-
gram,"' The Clearing House (September, 1946) vol. 2'1, 
PP• 9-12. 
I 
I 
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a. seventh-grade group dur i ng a two-year period . 
Using the Nelson1 Silent Rea:ding Tests and the New 
st-anford 2 Re ading Test, Eklund found the average net gain 
in each of four intelligence groups. 
I; Q. • 
120 and up 
100 
-
119 
80 
-
99 
70 and below 
AveraseS:' 
Nelson 
1. 7 
2.2 
2:.3 
1.4 
Stanford 
2.5 
2.5 
2:. 1 
1.7 
The expected gain in two years would be 2. 0. Therefore, 
the group made gains slightly larger than would normally be 
expected. 
Eklund concluded that the methods must be natural to be 
1 
I 
,I 
I 
effective. He advised small study-reading groups under pupil 1 
leadership and teacher assistance. Also urged were: reading ~~ 
opportunities and guidance in all the content areas; wide 11 
reading contacts for pupils; and an intensified reading pro- I 
gram based on careful analysis of pupils' intelligence, back- . 
ground, and will to read. 
McCullough, Strang, and Traxler3 reported in 1946 that 
1. Nelson Silent Reading Test : Vocabulary and Paragraph : 
Clapp-Young Self-Marking Tests, Houghton-Mifflin Company, 
Boston, Massachusetts, 1939. 
2. Truman L. Kelley, Giles Ivi. Ruch, and Lewis M. Terman, 
Stanford Achievement Test: Advanced Reading Test, World 
Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1940. 
3. Q£• ~., pp. 3-4 . 
I 
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at State Street School, Hankensack , N. J., a reading pro-
gram was organized, and the students were placed in groups 
according to their scores on the Iowa Silent Readin~ Test, 
supplemented by their teachers ' judgment. All groups had a 
daily twenty-minute reading period supervised by one of 
their subject teachers. The superior readers were given en-
richment; the average group concentrated on the reading 
skills in which they were weak; and the low group drilled on 
the recognition of unfamiliar words, read silently, and 
tried to follow the material the teacher read orally. In 
addition, three special groups of slow learners - fifteen 
in a group-received more individualized instruction. Three 
teachers worked with the slow learners, each teacher taking 
each of the groups in rotation for thirteen weeks . 
At the end of the year, test results showed that the 
median ninth-grade student gained 1.4 years, the median 
eigh th-grade student gained 1 .1 years, and the median sev-
enth-grade student gained 0.7 year . The seventh grade did not 
gain as much aa would be expected even without training. 
Redmount1 described and evaluated a project in correc-
tive reading undertaken in the summer of 1947 at Pennsyl -
vania state Colle ge . Twenty-four children were referred to 
the clinic by teachers or county psychologists. Their ages 
1. Robert s. Redmount , "Description and Evaluation of a 
I
ll Corrective Program for Reading Di sabi li ty, "' The Journal 
of Educational Psychology (October, 1948) vor.-39, 
·I =====-____l======P=P=~==3=4=7=-=3=5=8=·~~~=-======================================~======= 
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i ranged from eight to eighteen . The twenty-four hour a day 
program was de signed to provide "relatively informal ac ti v-
i ties in a congenial setting."' The pupils lived in a group 
in a fraternity house . There were bi-weekly visits to par-
ents . Of the twenty-three teachers, twenty were females, 
and all had had basic courses in reading . Three supervisors 
were constantly available to the teachers. 
Results were measured in terms of personality changes 
and reading gains. Two out of three children had personality 
disturbances which prevented them from making an adequate 
adjustment to their environment. As for the reading test 
scores, 48 per cent improved and 12 per cent received lower 
scores. Moreover, the better-adjusted teachers obtained 
better results. 
Redmount1 concluded, ''Both personality change and 
learning contribute to reading improvement, but neither is, 
in itself, sufficient cause to produce improvement in read-
ing in all chi ldren. •t 
The four studies discussed above showed little or no 
gain in reading. The next two experimenters were unable to 
evaluate their programs. 
I 
McNally 2 reported that in 1941-1942 a program of 
I 
I devel- I 
oprnental reading for all pupils was introduced into the 11 
I 1 . Ibid., P• 353. I 2. Har old J. McNally, "Developing a Junior High School Read-
1
,11 ing Program, 11 Teachers College Record (January, 1942) 
~ vol. 43, pp. 264-276. 
'I 
li 
lj 
seventh and eighth grades. In the seventh grade, five weekly 
periods were given over to reading, whereas eighth graders 
received three periods of reading instruction. One period 
each week was set aside for "·free reading". The reading texts 
used were on various levels of difficulty. It was too soon, 
however, to evaluate the program. 
O'Leary 1 measured the gains made by children who were 
I 
brought up to reading grade by clinical procedure. Data were 11 
taken from the files of the remedial reading center of a. 
public school system. The pupils were taught two hours a week 
by students of remedial reading, and they were discharged as 
soon as their reading grades became equal to their grade 
placements.The numbers were too small to allow positive 
generalizations, but certain trends were noted . Pupils of 
average intelligence had the highest mean rate of gain. 
Those retarded the least made the greatest mean gain. Those 
retarded the most made the least mean gain. 
The remaining four studies reported sizeable gains. 
McCallister2 stated that remedial instruction in reading . 
may be carried on with profit to pupils in the junior high 
school. Twenty-seven pupils took part in an experiment at the ~~ 
University High School of th e University of Chicago in I 
ll 1. Margaret A. O'Leary, Study of Gains Made Through Rernedi~l 
Read ing Instruction, unpublished Ed. M. thesis, Boston , 
University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1940. 
2. ,James M. McCallister, "The Effectiveness of Remedial In-
struction in Read ing in the Junior High School ," The 
School Review (January, 1931) vol. 39, p. 110. 
d 
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1926-1927, 1927:..1928, and 1928-1929. Each pupil usually read 
under the direction of the remedial worker for two fifty-
minute periods a week. The results show that twenty-three of 
the twenty-seven pupils made greater improvement in reading 
during periods of training varying from eight to twenty-four 
weeks in length than would be expected in a year's school 
work without special training. 
1 Fogler des~ribed an experiment designed to lift the 
reading level of children in grades two through five in Pub-
lie School 168, Brooklyn, N. Y. The average I. Q. of the 
group was 90. Many came from broken homes. There were large 
erage achievement at each grade level. 
Grades two through five made up the experimental group. 
For nine weeks the children were given a forty-five minute 
recitation period daiiby. Teachers of the experimental groups 
used group or individual techniques_, and a variety of methods 
and materials. 
The sixth grade formed the control group . There was no 
definite time allotment for reading, and the children used 
the reading textbook for the grade . In most cases the class 
was taught as a unit . 
At the close of the experiment, eighty-five per cent 
of the pupils in the experimental group had· improved~ their 
1. QE..• cit., pp . i144-450. 
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scores, and the average gain was six months. Only seventy-
two per cent of the control group improved, and the average 
gain was two months. 
I 
I 
In 1938 Fitzgerald1 was put in charge of the remedial 
reading program at the Walsh Elementary School Reading tllinic il 
in Chicago, Illinois. One hundred and twenty-five children 
II 
retarded from two .months to more than four years. The average 
from the fourth through the eighth gradea; were· found to be 
I. Q.. was 89.79. Individual and small group work of the prac- , 
tical type was given to them. For three and one half months , 
there was a daily instruction period of forty minutes. In 
January final tests revealed an average gain of 6.6 months. 
In 1948 Trimmer and Corman2 reported a successful re-
m.edial reading program conducted in a California. high school. 
The siz.e of the class varied, depending upon regula:ri ty of 
attendance, from twenty-two to thirty-three. Twenty pupils 
attended regularly. Ten cases were remediaJ., since the grade 
lag ranged from 1.5 to 4.5 grades, ten cases read ~t the 
limit of their capacities, and one read beyond his mental age. 
No attempt was made to adhere rigidly to any system of 
remedial work. Exercises for improving vocabulary, methods~ of 1 
word attack, speed, and comprehension were used. Pupils were 
1. QE.• oi t., PP• 221-235. 
2. Russell L. Trimmer and Bernard R. Corman, "Remedial 
Reading Can Get Results,"' The California Journal of 
secondary Education (November, 1948) vol. 23, pp.~l8-423. 
I ~==-=-=-=~~·~======================~===~~=-========== 
taught that reading is fun. The use of audio-visual mate-
rials follow,ed by class discussions, informal talks based on 
the pupils ' experiences, and conver·sations based on articles 
in M3_ Weekl;y Reader all helped to widen their vocabularies. 
Word lists were prepared on the basis of this oral communi-
cation. 
When progress was measured after two months of training, 
a median gain of 0.6 of a grade was noted. 
Although there are few experimenters who report size~ble l 
gains in reading improvement under classroom conditions, I 
nevertheless, there is some evidence to support the belief 
that success can be attained in this area. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
The purpose of this study was the development and eval- 1' 
II 
uation of a ten-week program for improving seventh- grade 1 ~ 
reading .. In order to accomplish this: purpose, the: writer 
needed first, t.o select experimental and control groups as 
nearly alike as possible; secondly, to construct or assemble 
ma.terials to be use.d in providing for individual needs; 
third, to organize daily class per iods for group work; and 
finally, to select a suitable test for measuring the success I 
of the program . 
Selection of the Groups 
The writer selected an average and~ slow-moving group 
in each of two neighboring junior high schools in Brockton, 
Massachusetts. Seventh-grade classes are grouped homogene -
ously. I~ selecting pupils for these divisions, teachers 
give reading achievement first consideration. The superior 
division is composed largely of the best readers, the aver-
age division includes readers of average ability, and the 
alow-moving divisions contain, in most cases, the poorest 
readers. Hence, in se.lecting both an average and a slow-
moving class for the control and the experiment~l groups, 
the writer assumed that those most needing instruction in 
reading were studied. 
-29-
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Assembling the Materials 
The writer provided materials for the experimental 
groups only, since the two control classes were to have no 
specific rea.ding training other than incidental literature 
units presented to the entire groups. 
The writer taught the two experimental cla·sses, using 
individual and small-group instruction, after first testing 
to dis.cover the individual needs of the pupils. 
The six weekly periods allotted for English were used 
as follows: four for a planned program of reading instruc-
tion; one for a weekly Book Club meeting; ~nd the remaining 
period was free for other English work . The experiment last-
ed ten weeks . 
By October 7, the date of the initial testing, the 
writer had ass:embled or constructed: materials for diag-
nosing individual weaknesses, facilitie s for enc ouraging 
supplementary reading, and a variety of practice materials 
designed to improve reading skills. 
Aids in diagnosing individual weaknesses. The Iowa 
Silent Reading Tests, ~Edition, Elementary Test: .E£!:.!!!. 
Bm, (Revised) were administered to the control and exper-
imental groups to obtain the reading achievement of each 
pupil. In addition, the tests yield a profile chart indi -
eating at a glance the relative strengths and weaknesses 
of individual pupils, which aided in placement, since pupils 
30 
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with like needs were grouped together for instruction. 
A second diagnostic tool was the Individual Pupil ~-
1 
ord Sheet , a questionnaire which each pupil answered during 
the first two weeks. It revealed information relating to 
illnesses, absence f rom school, reading preferences, eye-
sight, language spoken in the home, and leisure activities. 
A third diagnostic tool was designed to segregate the 
pupils in need of word analysis and phonetic training . This 
was a spelling test consisting of twenty new and difficult 
words, both phonetic and non-phonetic . 
Facilities for encouraging supplementary reading. The 
writer encouraged pupils to~' ~, ~· The classroom 
library contained 125 books, chiefly on sixth- and seventh-
grade level. In order to widen the choice of books, the 
2 
writer drew up a list of all the books from Strang's list 
(levels :3-6) available in the local public library. These 
were annotated briefly and arranged according to reading 
grade level and core of interest. The sheets were mounted 
on colored paper - each color designated a reading level -
and posted on the bulletin board. A pupil could choose two 
or three attractive books, sign up for them on a sheet fas-
tened to the bulletin board, place his library card in an 
!. Carol Hovious, ££• cit., pp. 98-99. 
!1
1 
2. Ruth Strang et al., Gateways to Readable Books, The H. 
II w. Wilson Company, 1944, 104 p. 
I 
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~"envelope posted beside the sign-up sheet, and a Library 
: committee did the rest. 
The Book Club chose officers and three committees, and 
met weekly to enjoy a variety of planned programs. The Li-
brary Committee visited the public library twice a week to 
obtain and return books. The Business Committee handled the 
circulation of books in the classroom library, kept a bul-
letin-board chart which showed what the members were read-
ing, and kept the S.ook Report File in order. Fre'llUently the 
pupils gave informal oral book reports. Written w.ork was 
kept at a minimum, consisting of a brief description and an 
expression of its value, the whole being written on a three-
by-five card. The Program Committee arranged a variety of 
programs. Pupils v1ere encouraged to talk informally about 
their books, read their favori te selections, and dramatize 
scenes of particular interest. 
II 
Materials for improving reading skills. Specific colors lj 
for booklet covers and mounted materials ind-icated the read- i 
ing le~el: red, orange, yellow, black, and green indicated ·~ 
third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh-grade reading level . l 
The following materials were used for improving reading I 
in the seventh grade: 
1. One full set of Better Reading1 , with progress 
chart for Chapters I, II, and v. 
I. Joseph c. Gainsburg and Samuel I. Spe ctor, Better Reading, ,i 
Globe Book Company, Inc., New York, 1943, 350 P• 
32 
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2.. Ten workbooks, Basic Reading Skills1 , with progress 
chart and answer file. 
3. Ten copies each of Forty Fanious Stories2 and 
Washington to Lindbergh 3, with progress charts 
and answer file. 
4. Teacher-constructed cards for improving paragraph 
comprehension, with progress graph and answer file. 
A. Reading to Obtain the Main Idea. 
B. Reading to .An sw:er a Question. 
C. Reading to Draw a Conclusion. 
(a5 cards each - levels 3-7) 
5. Teacher-construe ted story booklets (levels: 3-6) 
with tests, answer file, and progress chart. 
Third Grade Level - 9 bookl ets. 
Fourth Grade Level - 9 booklets. 
Fifth Grade Level - 31 booklets. 
S.ixth Grade Level - 22· booklets. 
6. Teacher-constructed set of exercises for training 
eye-movements (modeled after Cole4) . with progress 
record and answer file. 
7. Teacher-constructed set of 200 flash card~ (levels 
3-7) in packs of ten, as directed by Cole • 
8. Three copies of~ and Me 6 , with teacher-constructed 
tests, answer file, and progress chart. (level 4-5) 
I. Marion Monroe, Gwen Horsman, and William s. Gray, Basic 
Reading Skills !2.!:_ High S'chool ~' Scott, Foresman, and 
Company, Chicago, Illinois, 1948, 160 p. 
2. H. A. Martz, Forty Famous Stories, Hall and McCreary 
Company, Chicago, Illinois, 1936, 126 P• 
3. H. A. Mertz, Washington ~ Lindbergh, Hall and McCreary 
Company, Chicago, Illinois, 1937, 12'8 p. 
4. Q£• cit., PP• 96-107. 
5e Ibidet PP• 111-112. 
6. Robert Lawson, Ben and Me, Little, Brown, and Company, 
Boston, Mass:achu:Betts, 1947. 
I' 
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9. Teacher-constructed exercises for dividing words 
into syllables. 
10. Teacher-constructed unit, Treasure Island. 
11. Teacher-constructed easy speed and comprehension 
tests, 400 words in length, to measure the weekly 
progress of the entire class. 
The following chart lists the reading skills to be im-
proved, with the references, as listed above, used in im-
proving those skills. 
MATE.RIALS FOR READING IMPROVEMENT 
Skills Practice- Materials 
I. Paragraph Comprehension 
Reading to Obtain the Main Idea •••• 4A, l(Chap. II) 
Read.ing to Answer a Question ••••••• 4B 
Reading to Draw Conclusions •••••••• 4C 
II. Comprehension of Longer Passages ••••• 3, 5, 8 
III. Skimming, Outlining ••••••••••••••••• l(Chap. I, IV) 
IV. Rate of Reading ·~·••••••••••••••••••• 3, 6, 7 
v. \'Vord Analysis .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a, 9 
VI. (Enrichment) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 
Organization for Group ~ 
Although the preliminary test was administered on 
october 7, the group work, under the direction of pupil 
leaders, did not begin until October 20. The intervening 
two weeks were spent in making out individual ass-ignment 
sheets based on the results of the testing, and in organ-
izing the Book Club. 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
On October 20, each pupil received an assignment 
sheet which res.embled the following : 
Pupil- John •••••• Qty.7-3 
Rating- Slightly below av-
erage reader. John, you 
can become a very good 
reader with hard work . 
Assignme nts 
Recall exercises. 6 . 0 
Paragraph wor k . 6 . 1 
Skimming , outlining . 6 . 8 
The sheets were kept on file by the teacher. Then the 
pupils were assigned to groups according to their greatest 
needs. Pupil leaders reported for instructions at the close 
of school. 
The writer prepared six or seven folders daily for each 
class . This meant an average of four· hours ' work in prepara-
tion for each day ' s instruction .. The writer is convinced 
that for practical purposes only one class at a time should 
receive this type of instruction. However , in order to secure 
ade quate statistical data for this· experiment , larger numbers!! 
were needed . II 
EaJ.ch folder contained a. lesson-plan for the pupil- \ 
teacher, the progress sheets of the pupils in the group , 1 
clean sheets of paper for writing the answers , and some times I! 
answer cards . Group l eaders would report before school to 1~ 
examine their folders and t o ask questions. I! 
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Maximum efficiency in handling materials was necessary, 
since class: periods were only forty minutes long. Leaders 
were trained to get their folders and pass all materials as 
soon as they entered the room. Almost at once six groups 
were in progress. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
Speed 
X 
X 
Group 
X 
X 
DIAGRAM OF THE CLASSROOM 
X 
Outlining 
X X 
X X 
'Word 
X X 
Analysis 
X X 
Easy 
X X 
Comprehension 
X X 
Advanced 
X X 
Comprehension 
X X 
Paragraph 
X X 
Work 
pupil leaders of groups also engaged in the acti vi ties 
of the groups. Leaders were changed at intervals so as to 
give all children an opportunity to direct a group. 
A visitor to the classroom would have observed a vari-
ety of activities. 
The first two rows were the Speed Group. For ten or 
twelve minutes at the beginning of each class period, these 
pupils worked in pairs. One child read a short, mimeographed 
' selection while his companion watched his eye movements in a 
small mirror. Then the child answered five questions about 
the .selection, corrected his paper by using an a:nsw,er card, 
I 
I 
1\ 
II 
II 
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and recorded his grade on his progress chart. Next he changed 
seats with his partner, and the same procedure was followed. 
Once each week the teacher observed the eye movements of ev-
ery pupil in the group . At the conclusion of the drill period, 
the pupils in the Speed Group joined those groups to which 
I 
they had been assigned, and the leader put away the materials. ! 
A second group studied paragraphs to find the answer to 
a question, to discover the main idea, or to draw a conclu-
sion. Pupils worked through an entire graded series of cards. 
Although a_ complete answer file had been worl<.:ed out, because 
the pupils used their own words, tha teacher corrected the 
papers and recorded the score's on the progress graphs . These 
individual progress records also acted as assignment sheets, 
since a glance indicated to the pupil which cards he had not 
yet completed. Occasionally the teacher wrote comments on the 
graphs. Pupils often expressed pleasure that their scores 
were improving, or, if their scores dropped, complained that 
they were trying to move too fast. 
Two groups gained practice in the comprehension of 
longer passages. Group "E" read Forty Famous Stories, while 
Group "F « read the more difficult 1/ITashington to Lindbergh. 
The groups corrected their own papers and recorded the 
scores on a progress record. Pupils kept records of reading 
rate as well, since the two groups took turns using the 
time-clock . 
Provided with copies of Basic Reading Skills, the 
II 
IJ 
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word Analysis Group worked through a succession of exercises I 
listed on a combination assignment-and-progress: record sheet. I 
Another group, which included the more advanced pupils, 
learned the principles of skimming and outlining, which are 
ably set forth in Better Re ad i ng . This small group used the 
manual to correct their papers, and kept records of progress. 
At other times groups gained further practice i n recall 
by reading Ben and M_! or the series of short stories ar-
ranged in booklet form by the writer, and by taking the 
comprehension checks provided. Individuals practiced di-
viding words into syllables or received traini ng in the 
rapid recognition of phrases by using packs of flash cards. 
The best readers enjoyed Treasure Island~ 
At all time.s the tea.cher kep t a close watch upon daily 
classroom activities, working wi th groups or individua ls as 
the need arose. Groups were flexible, and pupils who fa.i l ed 
to progress were given other types of training. 
The writer has not allowed space in this chapter for a 
full des;cription of all the materials used. An examination 
of the .Appendix w.ill yield more detailed information. 
Prelimi nary ~~· lJ"inal Testing 
On October 4, . 1949 the Otis (Quick-Scoring) Mental 
1 AbilitX Test , Form Cm, was admini stered to both groups. The 
resulting mental ages were used to determine the degr-ee of 
T. gthur s. Otis, Otis ( Quick-Scoring) Mental _~--...:r-' 
Form Cm World Book Co. 'onkflr s -an-Hudaon 
I 
1\ 
II 
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difference existing between the control and exper·imental 
groups with respect to intelligence , 
For a test of general reading ability, to measure the 
success of the experimental program, the Iowa Silent Reading 
Test was used . Eight aspects of reading skill were measured 
by six sub-tests: Rate, Comprehension, Directed Reading, Word 
Meaning, Paragraph Comprehension, Sentence Meaning, Alpha-
betizing, and Use of I ndex . 
On october 7, 1949 the writer administered Form Bm of 
the Iowa Tests to the experimental groups . On the same day 
the teacher of English in charge of the control classes 
administered the preliminary tests. 
At the conclusion of the ten-week experiment, Form Am 
of the Iowa. Silent Reading Tests. was administered to both 
groups. 
In the following chapter the results of the tests are 
analyzed in detail. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSI S OF DATA 
The purpose of this study wa.s the development and eval-
ua.tion of a ten-week program for improving reading in Grade 
seven . 
At the be ginning of this study the experimental and 
control groups were equated on t .he basis of' five variables : 
the number of boys and girls in each group , the language 
spoken in the home, chronological ages, mental ages, and 
scores on the initial re.ading test . Gains made can be at-
tributed, then~ in part , to the experimental factor. 
An investi gator often sets up an arbitrary standard of 
si gntf i cance on the basis of which he interprets t he· data 
d e rived from an investiga:.tion~ The. w:ri ter ha.s selected the 
one per cent level of significance as the basis for inter -
preting the data obtained from this investigation . 
Garrett2 exp lains the statistical technique as follo ws : 
we read that !2. 58 mark the points in the normal 
curve to the left and rieht of which lies 1~ of 
the cases . If a C. R. is 2 . 58 or more, therefore , 
and N 1 s are large, we reject the. null hypothesis 
with great confidence as only once in 100 trials 
1 . Henry E. Garrett, Statisti c s in Psychology and Ed.ucatlon , 
Longmans, Green, and Company, Ne.w York, 1949, p. 201 . 
2. Q£• ~it~, p . 203. 
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would a larger difference arise from sampling er-
rors, when the true difference is zero. 
The analysis of data has been organized to show: 
1. The number of boys and girls in each group. 
a. The language spoken in the home. 
3. The equality of the chronological ages of the groups 
at the beginning of the experiment . 
4. The equality of the mental ages of the groups at the 
beginning of the experiment. 
5. The equality of the median reading scores of the 
groups at the beginning of the experiment. 
6. The equality of the median reading scores of the 
groups at the end of the experiment. 
7. The gain in total reading ability made by the exper-
imental and control groups during the period of exper-
imentation. 
8. The gain in reading rate made by the experimental and 
control groups during the period of experimentation. 
9. The gain in reading comprehension made by the exper-
imental and control groups during the period of 
experimentation. 
10. The gain in directed reading made by the experimental 
and control groups dur ing the period of experimenta-
tion. 
11. The gain in word meaning made by the experimental and 
control groups during the period of experimentation. 
I 
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12 . The gain in paragraph comprehension made by the exper-
imental and control groups during the period of exper -
imentation. 
13 . The gain in sentence me aning made by the experimental 
and c ontrol groups dur ing the period of experimentation~ 
14 . The gain in alphabetizing made by the experimental and 
control groups during the period of experimentation. 
1 5. The gain in the use of the index made by the experi-
mental and the control groups during the period of 
experimentation . 
16 . The comparj_son of gains in total r eading ability made 
by the upp er and lower inte 11 igence groups . 
17. The relationship between reading gain and intelligence 
in the experimental and control groups . 
18 . The comparison of gains in total reading ability made 
by pupils in whose homes a foreign language was spoken, 11 
! 
and pupils in whose homes Engli sh alone was spoken. 
19 . The percentage of initial and final retardation in 
reading ability in the experimental group. 
20. The percentage of initial and final retardation in 
reading ability in the control group . 
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TABLE 1 
NUMBER OF BOYS AND GIRLS IN EACH GROUP 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
Boys 
31 
25 
Girls Total 
27 58 
2:9 54 
I 
.I 
The experimental group contained four more pupils than 
the control group . The number of boys in the experimental 
group exceeded the number of gir l s by four, whereas the ratio 1 
wa.s reversed in the control group. 
TABLE 2 
LANGUAGE SPOKEN IN THE HOME 
Group 
Experimental 
Control 
English 
67'fo 
72'fo 
Fore:ign Language 
Thirty-three per cent of the pupils in the experimental 
group reported that a foreign language was spoken in their 
homes. This percentage exceeded that of the control group by 
only five per cent. 
I 
I 
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TABLE 3 
CHRONOLOGICAL AGES IN MONTI-IS A'S OF OCTOBER 4; , 1949 
II 
I 
I 
===================!! 
Statistic Experimental Control !: 
---------------------------~~~ 
N 58 54 !I 
Mean 150 . 33 1S0. 83 ! I 
I 
S . D. 8.46 9 . 18 
I 
s . E. 1.11 1 . 2S 
M 
Diff . . so 
S. E. 1 . 67 
Diff. 
0. R. . 30 
The mean chronological age for the contr ol group was 
150. 83 as compared to 150.33 for the experimental group . 
The difference between the means of . so yields a critical II 
ratio of . 30, which is not statisticalily significant. There- I
I 
1 
fore, the groups seem to be equated as to the chronological 
age variable. 
I 
I 
II 
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TABLE 4 
OTtS MENTAL ABILITY TES.T - OCTOBER - MENTAL AGE IN MONTHS 
Sta.ti stic 
N 
Mean 
s .. D. 
s. E. 
M 
Diff. 
S . E . 
Diff. 
C. R. 
Experimental 
58 
150.19 
14.95 
1.96 
.33 
2.49 
.13 
Control 
54 
150.52 
11.25 
1 . 53 
A study of the above table shows that the difference 
between the mean scores in mental age is .33 months in favor 
of the control group. The critical ratio .13 is not statis-
tically significant. Therefore, the groups seem to be equated. 
as to the mental age variable. I 
=-=-~~-=-
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TABLE 5 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS - MEDIAN STANDARD SCORES - FORM Bm 
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
sta.tistic 
N 
Mean 
S . D. 
s. E • 
M 
Diff. 
s. E. 
Diff . 
C. R. 
OCTOBER 
Experimental 
58 
149.50 
9.90 
1.30 
2.3:3: 
1.76 
1.32 
Control 
54 
151.83 
8.70 
1.18 
A critical ratio of 1. 32' indicates that the experimental ! 
and control groups W"'r e selected from the same population and 
any difference was due to sampling errors . It did not occur 
because one group was superior in silent ·reading ability to 
J the other when equated. The critical ratio, although fairly 
\, high in favor of the control group, is not significant. 
li 
,I 
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TABLE 6 
IOWA SILENT READING TE:STS - MEDIAN STANDARD SCORE.S - FORM Am 
EXPERIIVIENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS 
DECEMBER 
statistic Experimental Control 
N 58 54 
Mean 154.93 157.55 
s. D • . 10.11 9.27 
s. E. 1 .. 33 1. 26 
M 
Diff. 2.62 
s. K. 1.83 
Diff. 
c. R. 1.43 
The difference in the final mean test performance of 
the experimental and control groups is 157.55 - 154.93 or 
2.62. The critical ratio of 1.43 indicates that this dif-
ference, although fairly high in r ·avor of the control group, 
is not statistically significant. The training given to the 
experimental group, then, did not cause an improvement 
significantly higher than that of the control group. 
[ _____ ----
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TABLE 7 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL MEDIM S:TANDARD SCORES 
1Q!! SILENT READING TESTS 
Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E .• 
Ivi 
Diff. 
S. E·. 
Diff. 
C. R . 
EXPERIMENTAL 
October 
58 
149.50 
9.90 
1.30 
5.43 
1.86 
2.92 
December 
58 
154.93 
10.11 
1.33 
The experimental group made a mean gain of 5.43 in 
total reading ability. The critical ratio of 2 . 92 is sta-
tistically significant. 
According to the criterion set up for this study, Z-.58, 
the chances are 99 out of 100 that this is a true difference 
between means. 
=-=-=-=-==-===!r=---'='-= =--··==-- - - ~ = - =-=-== - . 
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TABLE 8 
CO~WARISON OF INITIAL ~~D FINAL MEDIAN STM~DARD SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS 
Statistic 
N 
Mean 
S . D . 
S . E. 
1~.<1 
Diff. 
S. E . 
Diff. 
G. R . 
CONTROL 
October 
54 
151 .83 
8 . 70 
1.18 
5 .7:a.5 
1 .73 
3 . 31 
December 
54 
157. 55 
9 . 27 
1 . 26 
iA study of the above table indi cates a gain of 5 . 725 in 
total reading ability for the control group . The critical 
ra.tio of 3.31 is statistically significant at the one per 
cent level. Although the control group received no tradning 
in reading other than incidental literature units, the 
chances are 99 out of 100 that this is a true difference 
between means. Both the experimental and the control groups, 
then, made significant gains in total reading ability. 
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The Manual of Directions1 for the Iowa. Reading Tests 
reports the following "relatively high contribution of each 
subtest to the total measure of silent reading abilities" : 
TABLE 9 
CORRELATION OF SUBTEST Rf SCORE'S WITH THE l\iEDI&l\1 
\I 
Ill 
Ill STANDARD SCORES ON THE TOTAL TEST FOR 206 II 
PUPILS I N GRADE 7, CONCORD, NE."VV HAMPSHIRE il 
I I 
r================l 
J Subtest Correlation 
11-------------~-~--
1' 1: Rate . .. . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • .61 
I l : Comprehension ·~·····•~••••••••••• .73 
I 
2: Directed Re.ading • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 74 
3: Word Meaning • • • • • • • • • • .. • .. • • • • • • • • • 75 
4: Paragraph Comprehension •••••••••• .83 
5: Sentence Meaning • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • 67 
6A: Alphabetizing ·•••••••••·••••••••• .46 
6B: Use of Index ...................... . .60 i\ 
II 11--------------------------------------------------- , 
In order to give the proper weight to the following ta-
bles, one should consider that a coefficient of correlation 
of .80 ha.s a foreca:.sting efficiency of only forty per cent2 • 
1. H. A. Greene and v. H. Kelley , Iowa Silent Reading Tests, 
New Edition, Elementary Test: MEIDUillll of Directions, World 
Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, p . 4. 
2: . Harry A. Greene, A. N. Jorgenson and J. R. Gerberich, 
Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondary School, 
Longmans, Gree n, and Company, New York, 1946, p. 563. 
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Tables 10 - 26 indicate the gains made by both groups 
on the subtests. 
TABLE 10 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL BATE SCORE'S 
IOWA SILENT READING TES.TS 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Statistic October December 
N 58 58 
Mean 149.845 155.62' 
s. D. 16~25 17.25 
s. E .. 2.13 2.265 
M 
Diff. 5.775 
s. E. 3.11 
Diff . 
c. R. 1.86 
The experimental group made a meaJn gain of 5 .775 in 
reading rate. The critical r~tio of 1.86 is not statisti-
cally ~-ignificant, although it is fairly high . The chances 
\ are 94 out of 100 that this is a true difference between 
means. 
I 
I 
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N 
Mean 
s. D. 
s. E. 
Diff. 
s. E. 
c. R. 
M 
TABLE 11 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL RATE SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS 
CONTROL 
October December 
54 54 
155.89 161.63 
16.65 16.15 
2.2'7 2.20 
5.74 
3.16 
Diff. 
1.82 
The control group made a mean gain of 5.74 in reading 
rate. The critical ratio of 1.82, although fairly high, i s 
not statistically significant, and the chances are 93 out 
of 100 that this is a true differ9nce between means. 
Neither the experimental nor t he control group made 
significant gains in rate of reading. 
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· TABLE 12 
COMPARISON OF I NITIAL AND FINAL COMPREHENSION SCORES 
~ SILENT READING TESTS 
EXPERIMENTAL 
October December 
58 58 
144.59 154 . 07 
14 . 50 15.10 
1 . 90 1.98 
9.48 
2 .75 
3.45 
The experimental group made a mean gain of 9.48 in 
comprehension . The critical ratio of 3.45 shows this dif -
f' erence to be statistically significant . The chances are 
99 out of 100 that this is a true difference between means. 
!I 
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TABLE 13 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL Al-.JD FINAL COMPREHENSION SCORES 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS 
CONTROL 
Statistic October December 
N 54 54 
Mean 148.48 156.26 
s . D. 12.10 14.85 
s. E. 1.65 2.02 
M 
Diff. 7.78 
s. E. 2 . 61 
Diff. 
c. R. 2 .98 
The control group made a mean gain of 7.78 in compre-
hension. The cri .tical ratio of 2.98 is s.tatistically sig-
nificant, and the chances are 99 out of 100 that thia is 
a true difference between means. 
Both the experimental and the control groups mad~ 
significant gains in comprehension. 
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TABLE 14 
COMPARISON OF INI TIAL AND FINAL SCORES - DIRECTED READING -
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS 
EXPERIMENTAL 
'I 
\===S=t=a=t=i=s=t=ic=====================O==c=t=ob=e=r===========D=e=c=e=m=b=e=r======= 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
S. E. 
M 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
58 
145.88 
15.40 
2 . 02 
6.896 
2'. 59 
2.66 
58 
152 .78 
12 . 30 
1.62 
ji------------------------
1 
[I 
II 
I 
II 
II 
The experimental group made a mean gain of 6.896 in 
directed reading . The critical ratio of 2 . 66 is statisti-
cally significant, and the chances are 99 out of 100 th~t 
thi s i s a true difference between means . 
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TABLE 15 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES - DIRECTED READING -
IOWA SILENT READI NG TE"STS 
CONTROL 
Statistic October December 
1!·----------------------------------------------------------------
il !I 
'I II 
I 
II 
!I 
N 
Mean 
S . D. 
S . E. 
M 
54 
142.93 
14.50 
1.97 
54 
159 . 50 
15.32 
2'.09 
'~----------------------------------------------------------!1 
I 
I Diff. 
I 
\i 
S . E. 
G • JR. • 
Diff . 
16.57 
2' . 8 7 
5.77 
II 1~1 -------------------------------------------------
1 
,t 
:I 
ji 
,! 
i 
I 
I 
'I I 
I! 
The control group made a mean gain of 16.57 in directed 
reading . The critical ra.tio of 5 . 77 is statistically sig-
nificant , and the chances are 99 out of 100 that this is 
a true difference between means . 
Both the experimental and the control groups made 
significant gains in directed reading. 
·I 
'I 
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TABLE 16 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES - WORD HEANING -
IOVfA SILENT READING TESTS 
EXPERDmNTAL 
Statistic October December 
N 
Mean 
s . D . 
s. E. 
1VI 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
c. R. 
58 
148.29 
10.85 
1.42 
4.40 
2 . 07 
2:. 12 
58 
152 . 69 
11 . 45 
1 . 50 
The experimental group made a mean gain of 4 . 40 in 
word meaning. The critical ratio of 2.12 is not statisti -
cally significant at the one per cent level, and the chances 
are 96 out of 100 that this is a true difference between 
means. 
During the period of experimentation the experimental 
group received no specific training in increasing word 
power. 
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TABLE 17 
COMPARISON OF I NITIAL AND FINAL SCORES - WORD r~ANTNG -
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS 
sta.tistic 
N 
Mean 
S. D. 
s. E. 
M 
Diff. 
S. E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
CONTROL 
Oc tober 
54 
152.28 
9.45 
1 . 29 
4.22 
1 .90 
2.22 
December 
54 
156 . 50 
10.32 
1.40 
The control group mada a mean gain of 4.22 in word 
meaning. The critical ratio of 2.22 is: not statistically 
significant at the one per cent level, and the chances 
are 97 out of 100 that this is a true difference betw.een 
means. 
Neither the experimental nor the control group made 
significant gains in word meaning. 
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i! ~~~ COMPA.."qlSON OF INITIAL A.t\JD li'INAL SCORES - PARAGRAPH 
I ~ - IOWA SILENT READ ING TESTS 
COMPREHENSION- ~ 
· 1l [ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
11 · 
EXPERIMENTAL 
statist-ic October December 
N 58 58 
Mean 147. 43 150.71 
s. D. 15.50 14 . 10 
s. E . 2. 035 1.85 
M 
Diff . o-.28 
s. E. 2 .75 
Diff. 
c . :e. 1 . 19 
The e xper imental group ma de a mean gain of 3.28 in 
paragraph comprehension . The critical ratio of 1 . 19 is 
not statistically significant, and the chances are only 
76 out of 100 that this is a true difference between 
means. 
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TABLE 19 
OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES - PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION-
1 
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS 
CONTROL 
s tatistic Oc tob er Dece mber 
N 
Mean 
S . D. 
s . E. 
M 
Diff . 
S . E . 
Di ff . 
C . R . 
54 
149.22 
16 . 85 
2 . 29 
5 . 92 
2 . 98 
1 . 99 
54 
155 . 15 
14.00 
1.90 
The. control group made a mean gain of 5.92 in para-
graph compr e hens ion . The critical ratio of 1.99 is not 
sta.tistically significant at the one per cent level , and 
the chances are 95 out of 100 that this is a:_ true di f fer -
ence between means . 
Ne ither the experimental nor the control group made 
significant gains in paragraph comprehension . 
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TABLE 20 
COMPARISON OF INI TI AL AND FINAL SCORES - SF:NTENCE :MEANING-
IOWA SILENT READING TESTS 
EXPERIMENTAL !I 
II '~===================================================== 
Sta.t i stic 
N 
Mean 
S . D . 
S . E . 
M 
October 
58 
146.91 
14 . 80 
1.94 
December 
58 
154 . 50 
13 .75 
1 .80 
~~ Diff . 7 .59 
2 .65 
il 
II 
S . E . 
C . R . 
Diff . 
2.86 h 
'I !1-----------------------------------
1\ 
I 
lj 
II 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
The experimental group made a mean gain of 7. 59 in 
sentence meaning . The critical ratio of 2 . 86 is statisti-
cally signific ant » and the chances are 99 out of 100 that 
thi s is a true difference between means . 
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TABLE 2:1 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORES -SENTENCE MEANING-
IOWA SILENT READING TE'STS 
Statistic 
N 
Mean 
B. D. 
S. E . 
M 
Diff. 
S . E. 
Diff. 
C. B . 
CONTROL 
October 
54 
154.13 
14.90 
2.03 
2.87 
2 .81 
1.02 
December 
54 
151 .26 
14 .30 
1 . 95 
The mean loss indicated in the above table by the 
control group is 2~87 in sentence meaning. The critical 
ratio of 1.02, however, is not statistically significant. 
The experimental group made a definite gain in sen-
tence meaning, while the control group showed no improve-
ment . 
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TABLE 22 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL .;1\.ND FINAL SCORES - ALHIABETIZING -
1Q!A S'ILENT READING TESTS 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Statistic October December 
N 58 58 
Mean 155.10 160.53 
s . D. 15.85 14.95 
s. E. 2.08 1.96 
M 
Diff. 5.43 
s. E. 2.86 
Diff. 
c. R. 1.90 
The experimental group made a mean gain of 5.43 in 
alphabetizing. The critical ratio of 1.90 is not statis-
tically significant, and the chances are 94 out of 100 
that this is a true difference between means. 
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TABLE 23 
I' COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORNS - ALPHABETIZING -
II 
I IOWA SILENT READING TESTS 
I! 
'II 
II 
!\ 
II 
I 
II 
I! 
I 
I 
CON'lROt 
Statistic October December 
N 54 54 
Mean 157.18 157.09 
s. D. 15.80 15.95 
s. E. a . l5 a.17 
M 
Diff. .09 
s. E. 3.05 
Diff. 
c. R. .03 
The mean loss indicated in Table Z3 by the control 
group is .09 in alphabetizing. The critical ratio of .03 
is not statistically significant. 
Neither the experimental nor the control group made 
significant gains in alphabetizing. 
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TABLE 24 
COMPARISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORE'S - US&' OF INDEX -
~ SILENT READING TESTS 
EXPERIMENTAL 
!==========================~!! 
Sta.tistic 
N 
Mean 
s . D.. 
s. E. 
M 
Diff. 
s . E. 
Diff. 
C. R. 
October 
58 
152.09 
14.65 
1.92 
8.71 
2.77 
3.14 
December 
58 
160. 79 
15.15 
1.99 
The experimental group made a mean gain of 8.71 in 
the use of the index . The critical ratio of 3.14 1 s. sta-
tistically significant , and the chances are 99 out of 100 
that this is a true difference between means. 
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TABLE 25 
COMPA.RISON OF INITIAL AND FINAL SCORE.S - USE OF INDEX -
~ SILENT READING TESTS 
CON'IROL 
S.tatistic October December 
N 54 54 
Mean 154.04 160.24 
s . D. 13.65 16.45 
s. E. 1.86 a. 24 
M 
Diff. 6.20 
s. E. 2.91 
Diff. 
c. R. 2.13 ' ----------------------------------~ 
,I 
,I 
I 
I 
il 
The control group made a mean gain of 6.20 in. the 
use of the index. The critical ratio of 2.13 is not s.ta-
tistically s.ignificant, and the chances are 96 out of 100 
that this is: a true difference between means. 
The experimental group made a definite gain in th&. 
~use of the index, while the control group showed no im-
provement at the one per cent level. 
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TABLE 26 
SUiilMARY OF CRITICAL RATIOS - ION A SILENT READING TESTS 
COMPAR ISON OF GAINS - EXPER IMENTAL AND CONTROL 
Experimental Control 
'i!· ~(-
Median Standard Score ••••••••••••• 2 .92 3.31 
Test 1: Bate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.86 1.82 
;~ -~~ 
Test 1: Comprehension ......... ~. 3.45 2 .98 
;~ it-
Test 2: Directed Reading ..... •· .. 2.66 5.77 
Test 3: Word Meaning .•...•...•.•• 2 .12 2 . 22 
Test 4: Paragraph Comprehension •• 1 .. 19 1 . 99 
;~ 
Tes t 5: Sentence Meaning ...... ~ . 2 .86 1.02 (Loss) 
Test 6A: .~lphabe tizing • • • • • • • • • • 1.90 . 03 (Loss) 
.. 
. ,,. 
Test 6a: Use of Index • • • • • • • • • • • 3.14 Z'.l3 
A study of Table 26 indicates that both the experi-
mental and control groups made significant gains in total 
read ing a.bili ty. In addition, the experimental group ga i ned 
on four subtests• comprehension, directed reading , sentence 
meaning, and use of index. The control group gained on t wo 
sub tests: comprehension and directed reading. 
II 
II 
i\· The asterisk i ndicates a statistically sJ.gnificant improve - /: 
ment at the one pe r cent level of confidenc e. 
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I I TABLE 27 
MEAN READING GAIN - COl.IPARISON OF I. Q. GROUPS 
I EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
I 
II 
I . Q~.' s 100 and above I . Q.' s below 100 Mean Gain 
~ 
II 
I 
Per cent Gain Per cent Gain 
I Experimental 55 . 9 yr. 45 .7 yr. .. 8 yr . 
Control 54 1.1 yr . 46 .6 yr. .9 yr . 
I 
I 
I 
r 
II 
II 
I! 
I 
Table 27 indicates that those pupi 1 s with r . Q . ' s of 
100 or better made a. mean reading gain of . 9 year in the 
exper1 ment t · d 1.1 •·e al gro1p , an :; ar in the c ont o r 1 group . The; 
gain for pupils with I. Q. . 's be low 100 was • 7 year for the 
experimental group and .6 year for the control gr·oup . The 
brighter pupils, then, gained in reading ability . 2 year 
and . 5 year more than the duller pupils in the experimen-
tal and control groups respectively . 
The mean reading gain for the tota:1 experimental group 
was . 8 year, while the control group gained .9 year . The 
normal gain for a ten-week period would be .25 year . Both 
groups , then, improved in reading ability much more than 
would be expected normally . 
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TABLE 28 
CORRELATIONS BET#EEN READING GAIN AND INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT 
EXPDIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
Comparison r 
Experimental - Reading Gain vs. I. Q. ....185 
Control - Reading Gain vs. I. Q. .... 116 
I' ~ : ----------------------------------
This correlation table shows a low positive correla-
tion between amount of gain in reading ability and intel-
li ligence. The brightest pupils did not consist ently ma:ke 
I 
the greatest gains in reading, nor did the dullest pupils 
consistently make the lowest gains. 
Nevertheless, Table 27 showed that the brighter half 
of each group made a greater mean gain than the duller half. 
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TABLE 29 
MEAI'l" READING GAIN - COMPARISON OF GROUPS AS TO LANGUAGE 
SPOKEN IN THE HOME - EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
I 
!=============;=F=o=r=e=·=ig=n===L=a=n=g=u=a=g=e=T=====E=n=g=l=i=s=h=======T==Me==an===G=a=i=n=====l 
II Per cent Ga1n - Pe·r cent Gain 
!Experimental 33 1.0 yr. 67 .6 yr. .8 yr. 
I 
control 28 .9 yr. 72 • 8 yr. .9 yr • 
I 
A study of Table 29 indicates that the pupils in the I 
experimental group in whose homes a foreign language was 
spoken gained 1.0 year in reading ability. Their classmates. 
in whose homes English alone was spoken gained only .6 year, 
a difference of .4 ye.ar. 
~he difference in the control group was only . 1 year , 
since the pupils in whose homes a foreign language was spo -
ken gained .9 year, as compared with a gain of .8 year for 
the pupils in whose homes ~nglish alone was spoken. 
The number of pupils taking part in this experiment 
was probably not large enough to permit definite general-
izations, but it appears that a foreign language background 
was not a handicap in reading improvement. 
I 
I! 
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TABLE 30 
it 
INITIAL ~~ FINAL PERCENTAGE OF RET~DATION 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Months Retarded October December 
1 - 10 29 28 
11 - 20 24 12 
21 - 31 ---...:1::.;;2;;__ _____ _,:5:;..._ 
Total 65 45 
At the beginning of the experimental period 65 per cent 
of the pupils in the experimental group were not reading up 
to their ability. Ten weeks later the percentage of retarda-
tion had been reduced to 45 per ce nt , an improvement of 20 
per cent. 
II I • The term retardation is used here t .o mean mental age minus 
I\ reading age . 
'I 
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TABLE 31 
~­
INITIAL AND FINAL PERCENTAGE OF RETARDATION 
Months Retarded 
1 - 10 
11 - 20 
21 - 31 
Total 
CONTRO L 
October 
13 
26 
7 
46 
December 
22 
9 
4 
35 
II 
II 72 
!I 
-------------------,, 
II At the beginning of the experimental period, 46 per 
cent of the pupils in the' control group were not reading 
up to their ability. Ten weeks later the percentage of 
retardation had been reduced to 35 per cent, an improve-
ment of 11 per cent. 
With th~ help of small group a.nd ind"ividual instruc-
tion, the experimental group succeeded, therefore, in re -
ducing the de gree of retardation by 20 per cent, as com-
pared with 11 per cent for the control group. 
~, The term retardation is used here to mea11 me:ntal age minus 
reading age. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was the development and eval-
uation of a ten-week program for improving reading in Grade 
seven. 
Initial and final tests were administered to 112 sev-
enth-grade pupils in Brockton, Massachusetts . Of these pu-
pils, fifty-eight were in the experimental group, and fifty-
_four were in the control group . At the beginning of the ex-
periment both groups, experimental and control, were equated 
in terms of : sex, language spoken in the home , chronological 
a ge, mental age, and initial reading scores. 
Equality of the Groups: 
1. The ratio of boys and girls was similar, since the 
experimental group contaJned four more boys than 
gi rls; the control group contained two more girls 
than boys. 
a. Thirty - three per cent of the experimental group and 
twenty-eight per cent of the control group reported 
that a foreign language was spoken in their homes . 
3. As to chronological age, the experimental and con-
trol groups were equated , with an insignificant 
critical ratio of .30. 
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4. Concerning the mental age variable, the exper j_mental 
and control groups were equated, as the critical 
ratio of .13 was not statistically significant. 
5. In comparing initial reading scores, the experimen-
tal and control groups were similar, since the crit-
ical ratio of 1.32, although fairly high in favor of 
the control group, was not significant. 
Gains in Reading 
Initial and final testing with the Iowa Silent Reading 
Te~ yielded the following results: 
ll 
I 
1. In total reading ability the experimental and control lj 
groups both made significant gains, with critical 
ratios of 2 .92 and 3.31. 
2. The improvement of the experimental group in total 
reading ability did not exceed that of the control 
group, since a comparison of the final scores of 
groups showed an insignificant critical ratio of 
both ! 
1.431 
3. In terms of gain in months, the experimental group II 
gained eight months and the control group gained 
nine months in a ten- week period~ 
4. With the help of small-group and individual instruc -
tion, the experimental group reduced the degree of 
retardation in reading by twenty per cent, as com-
pared with eleven per cent for the control group . 
5 • .!Although the subtests in themselves have limited 
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reliability, it should be noted tha_t the experimen-
tal group gained on four of the_ eight subte sts : 
Compre:hension, Directed Re ading, Sentence M aning , 
and Use of Index, with significant ratios of 3 . 45, 
2 . 66, 2 . 86 , and 3 ,14. 
6 . The control group gai ned on only two subtests : 
Comprehension and Directed Reading, with critical 
ratios of 2 . 98 and 5.77 . 
7 . The mean reading gain of the brighter half exceeded 
that of the duller half by two months in the ex per-
imental group and five months in the contr ol group . 
8 . A comparison of reading gain and intellieence quo -
tient yi elded a low positive correlation of ~ .185 
in the experimental group and +. 116 in the control 
group . The.brightest pupil s, then, did not con-
sistently make the greatest gains in reading, nor 
did the dullest pupils consistently make the lowest 
gains . 
9 . A foreign language spoken in the home was not a 
handicap to reading progress . 
'Summary 
statistics indicate that the experimental and control 
groups both made significant gains in total reading ability . 
For ten weeks the experimental group received individual and 
small - group instruction ba_sed on individual needs . No 
II 
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training in reading was given to the control group other 
than incidental literature units. Yet in ten weeks the ex-
perimental group gained eight months and the control group 
gained nine months. 
These gains compare favorably with the findings of 
previous studies. In Chapter II of this thesis, the largest 
gain in readi ng ability was reported by McCallister1 • 
Twenty-three out of twenty-seven pupils made greater im-
provement in reading during periods of training varying 
from eight to twenty-four weeks in length than would be 
expected in a year 's school work without special training . 
The other studies investigated reported ga.ins smaller than 
those obtained by the writer. The gains made, then, by the 
experimental group might be attributed, in part, to the 
specific training given . 
Difficult to explain is the gain made by the control 
grou p . Although no training in reading was given them by 
the Eng lish teacher, perhaps they received instruction in 
other classrooms. In addition, the English teacher for the 
control group reported the week selected for testing as a 
poor choice. Classes were frequently summoned for play re-
hearsals, and it wa s necessary for many pupils to take the 
tests in several sittings. Consequently, mistakes could 
have been made in timing. 
1. James M. Mc Call i ster, •tThe Effectiveness--", .£E.• cit., 
p . 110. 
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A high critical ratio of 5.77 for the Directed Reading 
subtest might mean that the control g roup received more time 
than the prescribed ten minute s . As this is a test whi c h re -
quire s careful searching for the evnswers. to questions , ac-
curate timing was of prime impnrtance . 
Limitations of t he Study 
The fol lowing limitations of the study were noted : 
1. The population for the experiment consi sted of only 
112 pupils drawn from two j unior high schoo l s . 
2. Only one city was included in the study. 
3. Only one grade level received training. 
4 . Only one test of s,i lent reading ability was used to 
measure the success of the exreriment . 
5. No atte mp t was made to improve oral reading. 
6 . No tes.t was giYen to measure spelling gains made 
a.fter training in word analysis . 
7. The writer requested tha.t no specific training in 
read i ng be given the control gr oup by the English 
teacher, but neglected to make this request of the 
other· teachers. 
Su.c:g estions for Further Re:search 
As a re~ult of this experiment, the following sugges -
tions for further study might be considered : 
1 . Carry on a similar experiment, being careful to 
have al l the tests. administered by the same person, 
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and to make certain that no training in reading i s 
given to the control group by any teacher. 
2 . Make a follow-up study, using the same population, 
to determine the permanence of gains. 
3. Revise and preaent these lessons to the eighth or 
ninth grades. 
4. For a full year carry on a aimilar experiment , 
using two weekly Eng lish periods for readtng. 
5. Include spelling instruction as ~ part of the read-
ing program, and test for gains. 
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1 Iruii vidual Pupi 1 Record Shaet 
Directions. !2 pupil : Filr in every blank. Do not skip a 
_ single one. If you do not understand. what you are supposed 
to do, ask the teacher :f'or help. If you cannot answer a 
question, put a dash in the blank, like this - - -. Thus, 
if you have no telepho_D:e,_ put a dash in the blank. 
print your answers very neatlyl 
your name? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
where do you live? Street • • • • • ·• • • • Telephone • • • 
HOw: old are you? • • •• Birthday • • • • • • • • • • • • • Month Day Year 
Ha.ve you ever had an illness th&t kept you out of school t'or 
tw.o weeks or mora? Yes; • • No • • How old were you a.t the 
time? ••• What illness did you have? •••• 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Have you ever skipped a. grada? Yes • • No • • What grade? • 
since you entered the first grade, how mamy different 
schools have you gone to? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Which of the following statements tells how you feel about 
reading? Check the one that best describes your feeling • 
• • 
• I read whenever I get a chance. 
• • 
• I read once in a. while. 
• • • I like to read .• 
• • • I dislike reading . 
• •• I never read if I can he lp it. 
. 
My favorite book is ••• •• ••• • •• •• ••• •••. • 
My favorite magazine is • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I. carol Hovious, 2£• cit., PP • 98-99. 
Pupil Rec:ord Shee_t (concluded) 
no you read a new . spaper? Yea • •- N.o ._ ... Which one? • • • • • 
.. 
Which of the following statements would b~ true about you? 
Check the one that describes your case._ 
• • • I wear gla.sse s. 
• • • I have never w·orn glasses ... 
• • • I ha.ve been t .old that I should wear glasses, but I 
never do • 
• • • I wear gl&sse:s for reading and study. 
••• I ha.ve had my eyes examined, but the doctor said I 
did not nead glasses. 
Which of the following statements b·est d~escri be s your eyes:? 
check tha one that best fits your case • 
• • • My eyes never bother me. 
• • • My eyes aoon fee:l tired when I rea:dl. 
• • • My eyes smart or burn if I .read very long. 
• • • I get sleepy if I read very long. 
• 0 • • Words seem to blur on the page • 
• • • It is hard for me to see the blackboard .• 
Is any language. besides English frequently s:poke.n in your 
home? Yes. • • No • • What language? • • • • • • • • • • • • 
What do you like to do in yuor spare time? Go to show&? • • • 
Read? • • Listen to the radio? • • Play games? • • • • • • 
something e:-1 se? • • Wha.t? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
DO you have a regular job by which you earn money? 
Yes._ •• No •• What? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
==~========-,===-========~~~=-=--=======-=-=·~~~=-==~~~~~-=-==-~~==9F========= 
BULLETIN-BOARD CHART -:c- "WHAT ARE YOU READING?!' 
RATING 
~xce llent- "*** 
Good- '**-fr 
F a.i r -: *'~:-
Poor- * 
NAllE- Rita --------
BOOK- Taylor-"Chickeri 
Every Sunday" 
DATE FIN.- October 24 
RATING- *-lH~ 
NO. PAGES- 307 
BOOK- Poston-"Gir1 Without 
a Country" 
DATE FIN.- November 3 
RATING-· *** 
NO. PAGES- 226 
BOOK- Dickson-"Roof Over 
our Head"' 
DATE FIN.- November 15 
RATING- -it-.1~-J; 
NO. PAGES- 239 
NAME- Patricia - - ---
BOOK- Jame s- 11Dark Horse•• 
DATE FIN.- November 9 
RATING- -tH~ 
NO. PAGES- 277 
NAME- Robert -------
BOOK- London-"Call of the 
Wild" 
DATE FIN.- October 30 
RATING- *"~ 
NO. PAGES- 211 
BOOK- Far1ey-"The Island 
Stallion" 
DATE FIN.- November 8 
RATING- -tHHHf 
NO. PAGES- 247 
BOOK- Kjelgaard-"Bia Red" 
DATE FIN.- November 18 
RATING- *'**~ 
NO. PAGES.- 237 
NAME- Irene -----
BOOK- Paoe-"Ju1iette Low" 
DATE FIN.- November 28 
NO. PAGES- 106 
I 
II 
SYLLABLES, ACCENT 
All should know ho• to divide words into 
syllables (sounds). Place an accent mark 
I -(re-peat ) after the strongest syllable. 
Divide and accent these words: 
1. shutter 
a. athletic 
3. fashionable 
4. education 
Now look at the back of the card. Cor-
rect them. Ask questions, if necessary. 
Here are forty cards. 
They contain four Exercises(A,B,C,andD) 
on dividing into syllables and accenting. 
When you complete the twenty words in 
A, correct your paper and record your score. 
Next go on to B, etc. 
Now get paper and begin. 
1. 
A-1. abandon 
2. primitive 
lWQRD ANALYSIS SHEET FOR BASIC READING SKILLS 
Perfect My Perfec t My 
Assignment 1 Score Score Assi&!:nment s·core Score 
1-p . 3 18 1 5-p . 51 B 15 
2-pp . 4-5 20 l 6-p.51 c 15 
3-p . 11 18 l 7-p .77 A, B,C 29 
4-p .1 2 18 1 8-p .77 D,E,F 29 
5-p.13 A,B,C 33 19-p.91 A,B 16 
6-p . 13 D, E, F 33 :30-p . 91 C ,D 16 
7-p . 19 20 21-p . 92 A 18 
8-p . 20 15 2 2-p.92 B 18 
9-p.27 24 2 3-p.92 c 18 
10-p . 36 23f . 24-p . 92 D 18 
11 - p . 38 A,B 36 2 5-p. 136 16 
l2- p . 38 C,D 36 26 - p . 2 6 24 
13-p.49 20 2 7-p . 3 7 A,B 40 
14- p . 51 A 15 28.,.. p . 37 C,D 40 
I 
------------- ----
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1 
II 
FLASH CARD DR ILLS 
1. Choose a pack of cards and a cardboard 
with a handle. 
2. Put the pack face up on the desk and 
covered by the cardboard. 
3. Focus your· eyes on the cardboard. 
4'. Remove it briefly. Then COVER~ 
5. If you recognize the phrase, reach under 
and place the top card face down on 
. . another part of the desk. . . 
I ,. 
If you do NOT recognize it , try again. 
6. Go through the whole pack of ten cards . 
Then do it again. 
Handle twenty different cards a day. 
(Later ten is enough.) 
Do not. discontinua a pack until you get 
a PERFECT SCORE on TWO successive days. 
KEEP YOUR RECORD. 
you may sing 
1. 
(\ll!ork 
(No. of spaces wide)-- 12 up to 
26 
spaces.) 
-
--
- . 
I 
I 
FLASH CARD RECORD I 
NAivlE DIV. 
- -
1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 4:ib-50 51-60 
Da.te fin. Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. 
Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. 
II 
RED ORANGE 
61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100 101 .. 110 111-120 I 
Date fin Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. Date f in . 
Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. Da.te fin. Date fin. Date f in . 
YELLOW 
121-130 131-140 141-150 151-160 
Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. 
Date fin. Date fin. Date fin, Date .fin. 
BLACK 
161-170 171-1$0 181-190 191-2:00 
Date fin. Date fin. Date fin. !Date fin. 
Date fin. ~ate fin. ~ate fin. Date fin. 
GREEN 
' 
--- - -
. - --
- I 
--
.. 
. - ---
-
-
-
1 Record of speed Progress Tests I I 
I 
c1a.ss Name I 
Corri2r'eherisi on 
e .. . . 
I 6 I 
5 
II 
4 . . . . . I 
l'il 
ll:< 
3 . . 
0 
0 2 . .. - . ·- . . 
.(/) 
·1 . . 
0 
Q) 
..., 
CIS . . 
c:l 
Rate 
-
.. . 
:340 
32:0 
300 
280 
l'il 260 
8 
:::> 240 z 
H 
!21 
p:; 2:20 
l'il 
t:L. 200 
Ul 
A 180 p:; 
0 
:s: 
160 
140 
120 
100 I 
-· · - . - ·• 
-
-
===-=========-= -=-=--~=-===o=====-o 
Record of Speed Drills. 
Name ________________________ _ 
step 1- completed 
s.tep 2- completed 
Step 3- completed 
step 4- completed . 
Da-te:-
Date-
Date-
Date-
Scores for Step 4 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
a b c ti e a b c d e b ld a c e a b c 
III IV v VI 
Step 5- DATES OBSERVED 
1- 5- 9-
2.- 6- 10-
3- 7- 11-
_4_- 18- 1?.-
d e 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I! 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
-Jl_ 
PARAGRAPH STUDY ____________________________ __ NAME 
-----------------
6 
5 
4 
3 
2: 
1 
i 0 I 
I 
. 
PUt an X in the proper box to show the perfect score 
for each card. Then fill in the box that marks 
YOUR SCORE. 
' I 
' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
I 
i 
I 
I ,. 
iCARD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12: 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 l?D 21 2 2 23 2'4 2 5 I 
I 
~ --· -==-=-~-===---oJI=..c=~-=-= 
~AND ME - (Test 7- Chapter 13) 
1. The signal to attack was (a) Up and onward! (b) Liberty 
and justice ! (c) Up and at 'eml 
2. . At the top of the headdress there w:as a ----- -----. 
3. A wax medallion of -------- -- formed part of the 
headdress. 
4. So many mice were able to stow aboard Ben unseen 
because ----------. 
5. The Queen fainted because (a) she was excited. (b) mice 
rushed toward her. (c) . she was being polite. 
6. The King (a) fainted. (b) escaped through a window. 
(c) shrie~ed with anger. 
7. The white mice of the Palace Guard (a) gave in at once. 
(b) won the fight. (c) drove back the first charge. 
8. The thin piping sound was a ---------- playing ---------. 
9. For a reward the sailor rats of John Paul Jones received 
-----------. 
10. The injured Red was taken from the Palace by means of 
-·---------. 
ANSWERS 
l. (c) 6. (a) 
2. ship 7. (c) 
3. Ben a. fife, Yankee Doodle 
4 . he ~was excited. 9. food 
5. (b) 10. the fur cap 
- ------------ =-c..====-
Test Record -- Ben and Me 
Div ., ___ _ Name 
------------~--------
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
l 
r-1 OJ tl) ~ 10 1.0 !:'- co 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
0) 0) en 0) en cii 0) ell 
~ Q) (jj Q) ~ Q) Qj Q) &-! &-! E-4 &-! E-4 8 
I 
,, 
~-
ANSWER !A QUESTION 
DIRECTIONS: Here are twenty-five cards. Start 
with the RED ones. Then go on to the ORANGE, 
YELLOW, BLACK, and GREEN cards in that order, 
w.orking through the entire set. 
Read the question carefully. 
Study the paragraph. 
~ rite the answer to the question 
on a. separate sheet of pape.r, headed 
with your name and the number of the 
exercise. 
Use only one sentence fo.r a paragraph. 
1- ~~~hy were the Trojans winning? 
The Greeks thought tha_t the Tro-
jan fleet looked pretty strong; so 
they sailed up close and hailed the 
ships. Not being able to understand 
who they were, the proud Greeks de-
cided to pass on into the Black Sea. 
But Paris, the Trojan commander, be-
gan battle, and the fleets came so 
close together that the warriors 
could fight sword to sword. They 
boarded one another's ships, and the 
clang of armor and shouts of many 
men filled the air. Many fell on 
either side, but the Greeks were 
getting the worst of the fight. The 
swords and battle-axes of the Tro-
jans were cutting right through the 
thick bronze armor of the Greeks, 
and many warriors were falling mor-
tally wounded. 
2- What was the big step forward in 
Egyptian shipbuilding? 
And the shipbuilders made what 
they thought were huge ships, a;_ 
hundred cubits long, driven by both 
oars and sails. Some of these ships 
broke in two in the first great 
storms at sea. Then Bener-Ab or-
dered his shipbuilders to construct 
three high shoulders in the boat an~ 
over these to stretch great ropes. 
One end of each rope was made fast 
~ ------- =- r 
.---:-- - ~. ::---~- ~ 
to the prow and the other to the 
stern so that, if the ship had to 
balance itself on the crest of a 
great sea billow, it would not break 
in two. This was a big step forward 
in shipbuilding, .and Egypt's ships 
were now much safer in storms. 
3- For what two reasons did the bodies 
keep for several thousand years? 
The men of Egypt learned how to , 
embalm the dead in a wonderful way 
so as to preserve the bodies till 
their souls awoke in heaven. In a 
dry climate such as they had, the 
embalmed bodies were often preserved 
through several thousand years. To-
day you may see these mummies in the 
museums of our large cities. We have 
all seen pictures of Egyptian mum-
mies. 
4- In one sentence describe Bill. 
In the midst of this crowd of 
youngsters young Bill began his 
first day. He w.as known to them all 
and to all their parents for miles 
- around as the boy who had saved the 
bull train, as a fine shot, and as 
a good deal of a hero. Besides this 
he was a terrible tease, not only to 
his own sisters, but to every one 
else's sisters. 
I 
!' 
II 
ANSWER CARD 
D- 24 
1. West Point 
a. He had a pass from Arnold. 
3. One had on a British coat. 
4. in his boots 
5. He tried to bribe the soldiers. 
6. sign Major Andre's death warrant 
7. put on his old uniform 
BOOKLET AND TEST 
~---=---- -- -
ANSWER CARD 
D- 24 
1. West Point 
a. He had a pass from Arnold. 
3. One had on a British coat. 
4. in his boots 
5. He tried to bribe the soldiers. 
6. sign Major Andre's death warrant 
7. put on his old uniform 
BOOKLET AND TEST 
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PROGRESS SHEET FOR FORTY FAMOUS STORIES 
st-ory Rate Comprehension 
Words Pe r Perfect 
Story Rate Comprehension 
Wo~Ber Perfect 
Minute Score- 10 - Minute Score- 10 -
1. 21• 
2 .• 22. 
3. 23. 
4. 24. 
5. 25. 
6. 2;6 . 
7. 27. 
8. 28. 
9. 29. 
10. 30. 
11. 31 .• 
12. 32. 
13. 
14. 34. 
15. 35. 
16. 36. 
-
17. 
18. 38. 
19. 39. I 
2:0. 40. I 
---- _1_ --------- _L ___ _ 
II II 
I 
PR0GRESS SHEE.T FOR WASHINGTON .!Q. LI NDBERGH 
st·o·r ·,i Ra.te· Comprehensio-n 
wora:s-Per Per fect 
Story Rate Compr-ehension 
Words Per Perfect 
Minute Score- 10 Minute Score- 10 
1 . 14. 
2 . 15. 
3 . 16. 
4. 17. 
5 . 18. 
6. 19 . 
-
7. 20 . 
8 . 21 . 
-
9. 22. 
10 . 23. 
-
11. 24 . 
12. 25. 
13:. 
---- -- -
-
SKIMMING SHEET FOR BETTER READING I 
(Read page 7 first.) 
Perfect My 
.Assignment Score Score 
Experience 1- p.8 18 
Experience 2- p.10 19 
Experience 3- p.12 :ao 
Experience 4- p .14 10 
Experience 5- p.16 10 
Experience 6- p.18 10 
Experience 7- p.20 10 
Experience 8- p.22 8 
Experience 9- p.24 16 
Experience 10- p.28 16 
Experience 11- p.31 5 
Experience 12- p.35 7 
Experience 13- p.37 4 
Experience 14- p.39 6 
\I 
I 
- .~-
--
--
r-
--
PARAGRAPH SHEET FOR BETTER READ I NG 
(Read page 43 first. ) 
Pe rfect My 
Assignment - . Score score 
Experience 1- p. 45 7 . - . 
Experience 2- p . 48 10 
Experience 3- p . 50 8 
Experience 4- p.53 8 
Experience 5- p.56 9 
Experience 6- p . 58 20 
Experience 7- p . 62 10 .. 
Experience 8- p.65 21 
Experience 9- p.68 10 
Experience 10- p.70 12 
Experience 11- p. 72 10 
Experience 12- p. 75 10 
Experience 13 B, C- p.79 22 
Experience 13 D,E,F- p. 84 15 
Experience 14- p.86 19 
Experi ence 15- Par . 1-4 p . 89 17 
Experience 15- Par . 5-8 p . 91 21 
Experience 16- p.93 10 
~ 
OUTLINING SHEET FOR ·BETTER READING 
(Read page 180 fir st.) 
Pe:rfect My 
.... Assig-nment Scor e Score 
Experience 1- p . 181 35 
I 
Exper ience 2- p . 183 14 
Experience 3- B, C- p.187 16 
Experience 3- D, E- p . 189 18 
Experience 4- p . 190 23 
Experience 5- p.194 9 
Experience 6- p.195 23 
Experience 7- p.197 13 
Experience 8- p.201 12 
Experience 9- p . 204 27 
Experience 10- P• 209 32 
Experience 11- p . 212 11 
Experience 12- p.213 5 
Experience 13- p.216 14 
Experience 14- p. 218 4 
Exper ience 15- p.221 11 
Experience 16- p.222 14 
Ex pe r ience 17- p . 225 10 
Experience: 18- p . 227 26 
Experience 19- p . 233 10 
I 
-
... 
~ 
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UNIT ON TREASURE ISLAND - · GRADE SEVEN 
Understanding-s To. Be Developed: 
Reading stories of adventure and travel allows us 
to do exciting things and visit places we never would 
otherwise enjoy. 
stevenson is an example of a man who used a physi-
cal handicap as . a me81Ils to attain fame, success;, and 
happiness. Life is what we make it. 
Skill in writing comes not by chance, nor is i~ a 
gift, but it comes by constant practice. 
We admire certain pirates for their bravery, 
strength, and clear-mindedness in a crisis, but every 
one of their wrongs wa.s and should have been punished. 
The story of Tre a8ure Island· finds a close parallel 
in the life of Stevenson, who searched always for trea.-
sura, the kind which meant health, adventure, fame, and 
happiness. 
The improvement of ships and conditions aboard ship 
has been a gradual one. 
s .tevenson could 111put into a line what other. men put 
into a paga.~--- G. K. Chesterton. 
-·--- ~--------- -·-----
II 
-~-~ ---- -- -
OVERVIEW' 
Truly a boys' book, . Treasure Island was written in a 
spirit of ·pure enjoyment by Robert Louis :Stevenson to sa.t-
isfy the wish of his young step-son. Its sharp outlines and 
action-filled pages combine to form a masterpiece of seem-
ingly effortless writing, for the master craftsman sees be-
yond the tool to the impression sought. 
The English lad, Jim Hawkins, embarked upon a series of 
adventures in 17--, in the cours~ of which he helped find 
pirate treasure on a lonely 1 sle. He had to learn the way of 
the sea and to match wits with pirates as evil as Captain 
Kidd. 
The book parallels the story of Stevenson's own .quest 
for health and happiness .• Always a frail boy, Stevenson was 
forced to abandon the career of engineer and later of lawyer. 
oevoting his energy to writing and to keeping well, he trav-
eled to the more favorable climate of the cbn.tinent. and fi-
nally to Samoa. in the South Seas. There he died at the age 
of forty-four among the Samoan natives who loved him deeply. 
His search for treasure seems to have been realized, for it 
w,as on Samoa that he spent his happiest, heal thie at years, 
and produced his best literature. 
I 
I 
I jl 
INTRODUCING THE. UNIT 
Let us suppose that you are lei surely looking over the 
contents of an old trunk in your attic. You come upon an 
oilskin bundle tied with a tattered cord. Upon opening it 
you find a map giving the location of pirate treasure on 
an island in the South Seas. You decide to apply for the 
position of cabin boy aboard a ship bohnd for the island. 
What information would you need to know; before making 
the voyage? Have you enough knowledge about ships? about 
world maps? about climate? about clothing? 
Have on the bulletin board pictures of notorious pi-
rates and their ships. Allow time for the children to ex-
amine them. Proceed after learning their knowledge of pi-
rates. Would you dare to m~tch wits with Captain Flint or 
his quartermaster, Long John Silver? Jim Hawkins did! 
ACTIVITIES 
1[ •. Dr~w a large pen-and~ink picture of the ship His-
E_aniola· and label the following parts of the vessel which 
were mentioned in the story: (Be able to explain the use 
and pronunciation of all sea terms.) 
capstan bars 
reef (part of sail) 
figurehead 
stern 
keel 
cabin 
hold 
galley 
forecastle 
port side 
yardarm 
companion( way) . 
bow 
swivel (cannon) 
long brass nine 
abeam 
bowsprit 
luff 
helm 
bulwarks 
scuppers 
booms 
rudder 
back stay 
gunwale 
leeward 
mainsail 
jibs 
jib boom 
stay 
brace 
halyards 
2. Compile a di_ctionary of the following sea terms ~from 
Treasure Island: (Als>o include the parts of an eighteenth-
century ship as a reference for Activity 1.) 
walk the plank 
marooned 
black spot 
buccaneer 
lugger 
alow and aloft 
schooner 
tarpaulins 
boatswain 
man-e •-war 
quay 
keelhauling 
berth 
.coxswain 
lanyard 
trades 
doldrums 
broadside 
careen 
ebb 
quartermaster 
mate 
3. Draw a. cartoon to illustrate the comparative size 
and design of the British sailing vessel of the eighteenth 
century and the modern transa.tlantic liner. 
4. Try to discover how healthy were England's seamen 
of 1750. Make a ,chart giving the menu of a typical meal 
aboard ship and list reasons why seamen became ill. 
5. Make a Fashion Par-ade notebook to illustrate how 
the British seamen looked THEN and NOW. Als·o picture an 
eighteenth-century lady of wealth, an innkeeper's wife and 
son, a doctor, and a wealthy squire. 
6. Plan a Rogues' Gallery for the bulletin board. 
Picture e 'ach important character in Treasure Island and 
tell w.hy he is wanted by the British government. 
7. Draw a comic strip to illustrate Chapter IV, ";The 
;se;a Chest." Show: (1.) the arrival outside the inn, 
(a.) advancing to the parlor by candle-light, (3.) searching 
the captain's bo~y for the key, (4.) running upstairs to the 
room, (5.) counting out the money as suddenly the blind 
man's stick is heard in the distance, (6.) the flight from 
,the inn, and ( 7.) the. hiding place under the bridge. 
8. Draw a pi·cture to illustrate the library of the 
squire's Hall as it looked when Jim brought the news of th& 
trouble at the inn to the squire and Dr. Livesey. 
9. Draw a picture in colored crayon, in watercolor, in 
! 
pastel, or in oil of the island as it looked when Jim came 
on deck the first morning. ('See Chapter XIII, paragraph 1.) 
10. Draw a large world map, and on it locate the chief 
pirate strongholds of the eighteenth century. Most of these 
were mentioned in the story: 
Dry Tortugas 
Spanish Main 
Trinidad 
Port of Spain 
Caraccas 
Madagascar 
Malabar 
'Surinam (Dutch Guiana) 
Providence 
Portobello 
Goa 
The Azores 
Wes.t Indies 
11. Read carefully the story of the sea voyage to 
Treasure Island. Watch for possible clues. Then make up 
' your mind as to where the island is located. Draw a map to 
illustrate the trip from Bristol to Treasure Island. In an 
accompanying chart, explain your reasons for locating the 
island. 
12. Draw a map of the Atlantic Ocean, and locate on it 
the ship of 1750 and the g_ueen Elizabeth after three days'' 
voyage from a British port to New York. 
13. Construct a model of the stockade on Treasure 
Island •. Follow closely directions given you in Chapter XVI. 
14. Write a radio playlet which tells how Jim and his 
mother returned to the inn for money and found· the treasure 
map. 
15. After studying Chapter XI, write a dramatization of 
the scene from Treasure Island in which Jim, hidden in the 
. 
a pple barrel, overhears Long John speaking of mutiny to 
young Dick and· Israel Hands. The playlet begins as Jim 
strides to the barrel for an apple. 
16. Writa an autobiography of Long John Silver ' s 
parrot, Captain Flint. 
17. Imag ine that Ben Gunn had kept a. diary while ma-
rooned on_ Treasure Island. Write what you think he wrote 
after the first day on the island, and then what he wrote 
the day before he met Jim three years later. 
18. Pretend that ten years after the close of the atory, 
Long John Si 1 ver received V'J.ord tha.t Jim Hawkins was to be 
married . Imagining tha.t you are Silver, w;ri te a letter to 
Jim, offering congratulations and explaining what you have 
been doing aince the voyage aboard the Hispaniola. 
19. Imagine yourself a London newsp@per reporter of 
1760. You have just been told that the ship Hispaniola has 
returned from its voyage laden with treasure. Write a front-
page story covering the event and illustrate it. 
ao. Write a poem anti tled " A Gentleman of Fortune";, in 
which you picture an eighteenth-century pirate in action. 
21. Let four pupils prepare a debate on this subject: 
"Long John Silver should have been forced to return to 
England aboard the His'panfola." Two pupils argue in favor of 
the statement and two against it. 
22. Form a committee to report to the class on the 
lives and feats of famous gentlemen of fortune. 
23. Choose two or three pupils to prepare a quiz pro-
gram on Treasure Island. The rest of the class should play 
the experts. 
24. Form a committee of two or three to prepare for the 
class a reading of Tennyson's poem, "The Revenge"·, in which 
sir Richard Grenville in 1591 fought an overpowering number 
of Spanish ships off the Azores, and fell mortally wounded. 
He and Lord Howard were to capture the Spanish vessels re-
turning w:ith gold from the West Indies. 
25. Go to the library and list any stories on Pirates 
or England in 1750 or other stories by R. L. Stevenson which 
your class might enjoy reading • . Post the list on the bulletin 
board so that those interested can read the stories and re-
tell them to the class. 
26. Writa a paper to show how Stevenson's life was one 
long search for trea.sure. (he eel th) 
/ 
27. Squire Trelawney said of Flint, "'He was the blood-
thirstiest buccaneer that sailed. Blackbeard was a child to 
Flint. The Spaniards were so prodigiously afraid of him, 
- . 
that, I tell you, sir, I was sometimes proud he was an 
Englishman." 
Look up material on the pirate Blackbeard and write a 
paper which explains his resemblance to Captain Flint. 
28. John Silver said, uwhy, how many tall ships, think 
ye, now, have I seen laid aboard? and how many brisk lads 
drying in the sun at Execution Dock?"' ( a London dock where 
pirates were hanged.) 
such a one was Captain Kidd. Tell his story and dis-
cover whether he was a "'bloody" pir&te. 
29. Why should Cap tain Kidd's two hundred seventy ton 
sailing vessel Adventure be equipped with a crew of eighty 
men and thirty cannon in 1696, while the two hundred ton 
Hispaniola carried but twenty-six men and one cannon sixty 
years or so later? Report your findings to the class. 
30. Sir Walter Raleigh was a Devon man who raided 
s:panish treasure ships. Look up information about his mar-
velous voyage to Guiana about 1595 and make a report of it 
to the class. How did Raleigh's aims differ from those of 
Captain Kidd, when both of them raided ships? 
) 
I 
====----·-- - -=== 
SUGGESTED EVALUATION 
DO- the children understand that: 
--- -
1. stevenson's poor health turned him toward writing 
as a profession? 
2. stevenson became a successful and a happy man be-
cause he never gave up fighting for his ideals? 
3. Writers' lives influence greatly the stories they 
wr-ite? 
4. Good writing is an ability which can be learned 
through practice? 
5. The story Treasure Island is fast-moving, as well as 
colorful, because no words are wasted? 
6. The "classics" are not to be put away _on a shelf to 
gather dust, but they are fine reading? 
7. The next best thing to hunting buried treasure is. 
reading about it? 
8. The eighteenth-century seas were thick with pirates, 
who were brave, strong men but also evil ones? 
9. Certain sections of the eighteenth-century world 
were notorious as pirate strongholds? 
10. Dangers which were once ever-present aboard ship 
have now been lessened? 
11. Jim Hawkins learned that there is a time to obey 
authority and a time to rely upon one's own judgment? 
====== -==-·-·=--=-=--=---==--====--== 
~ the children grown in: 
1. Ability in learning how to select material for 
a. report? 
a. Ability in skimming ma_terial for needed information? 
3. Ability to participate more effectively as a com-
mittee member? 
4. Increased ability to use the public libraryi 
5. Increased ability in ac~uiring new words in their 
vocabularies? 
6. Ability to arrange attractive bulletin-board ex-
hibits? 
7. Ability to read maps more efficiently? 
8. Ability to use reference materials, such as d i c-
tionaries and encyclopedias? 
9. Ability to answer ques ti ons that require s:ome inter-
pretation and organization of materials? 
10. Ability to present their views before a group? 
~ the children developed: 
1. A beginning appreciation of the qualities of good 
literature? 
2. An increased interest in history and geography as 
seen by the i r interest in map work and in the per-
sonalities of former times? 
3. A desire to read further stories of adventure on 
the suggested list? 
~ ---=-~~=================~ 
TEST 1 - (First fifty-one pages) 
Teacher -Have these names on the board: 
1. Squire Trelawney 6. Long John Silver 
2. Black Dog 7. Dr. Livesey 
3. W!r • Arrow 8. Pew 
4. Jim Hawkins 9. Cap'n Flint 
5. Billy Bones 10. Capt. Smolle tt 
Pupils - From the list of names on the board, write the 
NUMBER of the person mentioned pere: 
1. He was the cabin boy. 
2. He died from too much 
rum. 
3. He had one leg. 
4. His father owned an inn. 
5. This parrot swore. 
6. He visited Old Bill and 
was chase.d away. 
7. He could not keep a 
s.e cret. 
a. This blind rascal carried 
a cane . 
9. He gave the Black Spot to 
Old Bill. 
10 . He was the ship ' s cook. 
11 . He hoped to gather news 
on the island. 
12~ . His mother fainted. 
13. He disappeared at sea. 
14. He hid in the apple barrel 
15. He broke a man's back. 
16. He was the Squire's good 
friend and a fine man. 
17. He was trampled to death 
under the feet of horses. 
18. He wanted the ship 's .am-
munition moved and the 
cabins changed. 
19. They called him "Barbecue~ 
20. His chest held a map. 
ANSWERS 
1.-4-
2.-5-
3.-6-
4.-4-
5.-9-
6 .--2~ 
7.-1-
8.-8-
9.-8-
10.-6-
11. -4-· 
12:.-4-
13.-3-
14.-4-
15 .-6-
16.-7-
17.-8-
18.-10-
19.-6-
2.0.-5-
=========tr-====~--============~~==================================~=-=-~r======= 
-= --:-=.--=-- --==--
TEST 2 - (From page 52 to the end.) 
l· What food did Ben Gunn crave? 
I 
~. What kind of mother did Ben Gunn have? 
) 
3. Why was Ben Gunn marooned on the island? 
4. Who w.as the best shot: Capt. 'Smollett, Squire Trelawney, 
or Gray? 
5. Ben Gunn told Jim he could use his ------ if he needed it. 
6. What was the "·Jolly Roger"? 
7. Who came with a flag of truce? 
8. Who was badly injured inside the stockade, but would 
recover after weeks of care: Squire Trelawney, Ben Gunn, 
or Capt. Smollett? 
9. Who probably killed one of the sleeping pirates during the 
night on the island? 
10. How did Jim dare to go aboard the Hispaniola? 
.ANSV'1ERS 
1. cheese 
2.·. religious. 
3. It was Ben's idea to look for Flint's treasure, and his 
mates were angry when they did not find it . 
4. S~uire Trelawney 
5. boat 
6. flag of piracy 
7. Silver (and another pirate) 
8. Capt. Smollett 
9. Ben Gunn 
10. There seemed to be no one aboard. 
